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As part of an exercise called Silver Arrow in 
September, the Canadian-led multinational battle 
group in Latvia underwent an extensive evaluation, 
an assessment of its structure and combat 
capabilities to meet NATO operating requirements.

There are a multitude of challenges presented 
by that mission, not the least of which are targeted 
information operations, cyber warfare, and forms 
of electronic warfare. In response, the Army has 
modified the overarching training scenario that 

forms the backdrop of countless unit and collective exercises. Drawing on 
the lessons and experiences of successive rotations in Latvia, Ukraine and 
elsewhere, the Canadian Army Simulation Centre is now designing training 
scenarios with the Decisive Action Training Environment (DATE) tool in a 
location based on Eastern Europe

After three years of scenarios set in the Caucasus region among the 
fictitious countries of Ariana, Atropia, Donovia and others, a change was 
probably due. But the shift to a European setting and script offers the exercise 
designers more room for nuance, more opportunity to explore the broad 
spectrum of the grey zone of warfare, and expanded scope for the complexity 
of information operations and responses across the cyber domain against a 
peer adversary. 

2 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group (CMBG) will be the first to work 
through the revised DATE scenario as part of its build to readiness over the 
next nine months for contingency operations beginning next July. In addition 
to a preview of some of the features of DATE Europe, we speak with the 
commanding officer of 1st Battalion, The Royal Canadian Regiment, as it 
launches into its first collective exercise, Royal Rumble, with affiliated Army 
Reserve units and enablers.

Though the Canadian Combat Support Brigade will not be a participant in 
the 1 RCR-led exercise, CCSB will be trialing a new command structure, known 
for the moment as the Combat Support Group, for integrating enablers into 
a manoeuvre brigade during 2 CMBG’s build to readiness. The commander 
of CCSB explains how the experiment could change the way everything from 
ISTAR, to electronic warfare and influence activities are generated.

 
In October, Canadian defence journalism sadly lost one of its longest serving 
scribes. Richard Bray, 72, was a passionate writer of all things military and 
technology. Raised on military bases, he knew the Canadian Armed Forces 
well. After years with CBC as a reporter and radio producer, he began a lengthy 
freelance career covering Ottawa’s burgeoning tech sector and the defence 
industry. He wrote for several defence trade publications and was an original 
contributor to this magazine when it launched in 2017. His curiosity about new 
technological capabilities and his wry sense of humor were infectious. His 
voice in these pages will be sorely missed.

Chris Thatcher, Editor
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BRIEFING

By Second Lieutenant Ahmed Elkar 
and Captain Michael Gray

In the fall of 2020, the 
commanding officer of the Princess 
Louise Fusiliers (PLF), Lieutenant-
Colonel Barry Pitcher, launched a new 
initiative to help soldiers understand 
societal diversity in the ranks. Called 
the Diversity Soldier Experience 
Program (DSEP), the idea arose 
following a summer basic training 
graduation in which he attended as 
reviewing officer. 

“Looking out at the soldiers 
on parade that day, I felt that 
what I was seeing wasn’t a true 
representation of the community we 
serve,” Pitcher said.

A working group was formed and 
concluded that to effect true change 
and promote inclusion within the 
Primary Reserve, there needed to be 
synergy from within. In other words, 
DSEP would be designed to educate 
ranks through the medium of “shared 
experiences.” As such, the initiative 
would focus on key stakeholder 
groups to introduce soldiers to the 
societal diversity within Canada and, 
in particular, the Canadian Armed 
Forces (CAF). 

A template was designed by the 
working group to be encapsulated 
in an informal course format for 
Primary Reserve members to attend 
both in-person and through an online 
portal. Given pandemic restrictions, 
the course had to be flexible enough 
to shift online at a moment’s notice. 
The unit formed a small cadre to 
teach the courses, led by Second 
Lieutenant Jerome Downey, who 
conceptualized key teaching points 
and experiences into deliverable 
course content. 

The course focused on three 
modules spanning six months, 
delivered online and in a classroom. 
Each session was further divided into 
a historical education piece followed 
by a special guest speaker chosen 
by the focus group. The DSEP subject 

areas for the three modules were: 
Role of Women in the CAF, Indigenous 
Canadians in the CAF, and Black 
Canadians in the CAF.

BREAKING BARRIERS
The first module covered the 

history of how women have 
contributed during wartime and 
peacekeeping service, and how they 
continue to serve today. The course 
hosted many special guest speakers 
over these first sessions at the North 
Park Armoury in Halifax, N.S. 

Corporal (retired) Marlene Clyke 
was one of the first Black women to 
enroll in the Canadian Women’s Army 
Corps. She is a respected advocate 
in her community and a pioneer for 
Black Canadian women in uniform. 
She spoke proudly of her time serving 
in the Army, beginning at the age of 
17, and how her experiences in the 
military shaped her as a present-day 
community leader. 

October was Women’s history 
month and coincided nicely with 
the initial presentations. Course 
attendees held various roundtables 
on the achievements of women 

on the world stage. One of the key 
themes for the module was Canada’s 
role as one of the first countries to 
allow women to serve in the military 
– it now boasts one of the highest 
proportions of women in uniform – 
and Canada’s demonstration that 
women are fully capable of serving 
within combat arms units. The course 
heard from Lieutenant-Colonel 
Eleanor Taylor in this regard; she 
shared her personal experiences of 
overcoming adversity and breaking 
barriers as an infantry company 
commander in Afghanistan.   

INDIGENOUS CULTURE
Over the winter, the DSEP 

program continued with a module 
on Indigenous, Metis and Inuit 
Canadians in the CAF, courses that 
offered candidates an understanding 
of Indigenous culture. They learned of 
the historical evolution of treaty rights 
and the terrible chapter of residential 
schools and the lasting impact it has 
to this day. 

The CAF ‘Black Bear’ program 
was highlighted as an ongoing best 
practice that leverages connections 

to communities and enables a 
pipeline for Indigenous youth to gain 
a career in the CAF. Guest speakers 
included Honorary Colonel Dr. Donald 
Julien, executive director of The 
Confederacy of Mainland Mi’kmaw, 
and John Sylliboy, executive director 
at Wabanaki Two-Spirit Alliance. 

Near the end of this interactive 
module, Honorary Captain (N) Debbie 
Eisan attended a collaborative in-
person event in her ceremonial dress 
and sang the Mi’kmaw Honour Song 
for all the participants. She offered 
insight into the important connections 
of people and territory, and taught 
the values of Mi’kmaw cultural 
competencies.

 
OVERCOMING RACISIM 

The final module on Black 
Canadians in February 2021 
coincided with Black History Month. 
One of the first takeaways was the 
importance of recognizing No. 2 
Construction Battalion, a First World 
War all Black Canadian unit initially 
based out of the Pictou area of 
Nova Scotia. Of significance, they 
were a segregated unit and, despite 

LCol Eleanor Taylor shared her experiences breaking barriers to members of 36 Canadian Group Brigade as part of  
a Diversity Soldier Experience program. Photo: Cpl Brad Upshall
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volunteering to fight overseas, were 
not allowed to engage in frontline 
combat. Yet despite facing severe 
limitations on recruitment and 
wartime employment, they would 
go on to distinguish themselves as a 
premiere construction unit deployed 
throughout Europe. 

Guest speakers included Dr. Kirrily 
Freeman, Associate Professor, St. 
Mary’s University, and Sergeant 
Craig Smith, currently in charge 
of the Nova Scotia RCMP Crime 
Prevention & Victim Services. Smith, 
an accomplished author, including 
the book, “You Had Better be White 
By Six A.M." : The African-Canadian 
Experience in the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police, focused on his own 
struggles with bias and racism in 

law enforcement. Many parallels 
evolved for discussion with life in 
military uniform and the concept of 
unconscious bias.   

The final session was in-person 
at the North Park Armouries with 
two guest speakers, Chief Warrant 
Officer (retired) Cy Clayton and Wayn 
Hamilton, chief executive officer of 
African Nova Scotia Affairs (ANSA). 
Clayton discussed his 40-year career 
with the CAF, his many encounters 
with racism, and how those acts 
were contrasted by experiences 
with great leaders who promoted his 
career. He emphasized that if it were 
not for leaders that “went against the 
grain,” he would never have been 
entrusted with key roles such as the 
first Black Base Chief Warrant Officer. 

FROM PILOT TO PROGRAM
At the conclusion of this innovative 

program, participants received a 
certificate and symbolic patch that 
highlighted their six-month journey of 
interactive and immersive learning. 
Based on feedback from students, 
instructors and guests, the DSEP 
pilot program met the aim of creating 
that synergy within, and thereby 
stimulated much needed discussions 
on diversity in the CAF. 

Following a comprehensive review 
in March 2021, the new plan for 
the DSEP is for the modules to be 
expanded to include historical site 
visits and interactive community 
events. The course will also be 
shared across 36 Brigade and 5 
Canadian Division in the fall of 

2021 so all units can gain from this 
opportunity of shared experience in 
the spirit of inclusivity.

Captain Michael Gray is a Class A 
Reserve Infantry Officer currently serving 
as a Company Commander with the 
Princess Louise Fusiliers. He supervised 
the introduction and execution of the 
pilot DSEP program. A former RSM 
with 39 years’ service in the Reserves, 
in his civilian life he is the Deputy N6 
for Maritime Forces Atlantic. Second 
Lieutenant Ahmed Elkar is a Reserve 
Officer with three years’ experience with 
the Princess Louise Fusiliers. He enrolled 
as a mature member and is a first-
generation immigrant to Canada. n
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The “tEODor” (telerob Explosive Ordnance Disposal and observation robot) 
and (right) explosive ordnance disposal tools during Ex. Ardent Defender 
2019. Photos: Pte Sarah Morley

IN THE BATTLE AGAINST IEDS, NEW DETECT CAPABILITIES

By Ken Pole
The bane of modern armies 

waging asymmetric warfare against 
non-state enemies, improvised 
explosive devices (IED) have been 
around for more than a century. Their 
first documented use was by the 
Germans to cover their retreat during 
the Battle of the Somme in July 1918.

Since then, they have become 
increasingly common. In the 2003-
2011 Iraq war, they were disastrously 
effective against U.S.-led coalition 
forces and were equally disastrous 
during the Afghanistan conflict.

The injuries and fatalities caused 
by IEDs in Afghanistan prompted 
the creation of the Army’s High Risk 

Search Capability (HRSC) project, 
an effort to enable future battle 
groups to deal safely with IEDs 
and other threats “accurately and 
consistently,” as the 2014 statement 
of requirements put it.

Most of the project’s deliverables 
are off-the-shelf technologies 
ranging from such fundamentals 
as lighter breaching rams and bolt-
cutters, to classified sophisticated 
electronics. Four functional areas 
were identified at the outset: stand-
off detection tools, search viewing 
aids, general purpose search tools 
and an analysis capability.

Military integration of this 
sophisticated gear has been 

supported by Defence Research 
and Development Canada (DRDC) 
facilities in Suffield, Alta., Valcartier, 
Que., and the Shirley’s Bay Research 
Centre in Ottawa. 

“The HRSC requirement really 
started to come to life as we went 
offensive in Afghanistan,” explained 
Master Warrant Officer John 
Valois, a combat engineer and IED 
specialist who did tours in Iraq and 
Afghanistan with 2 Combat Engineer 
Regiment. “We had so many tools 
and while they sometimes weren’t 
the right ones, we used them to solve 
immediate problems. But when it 
comes to doing clearances, you’re 
not going to want a mine detector 

that works 60 percent of the time.”
That’s where physicist Dr. Anthony 

Faust comes in. Head of the Threat 
Mitigation Group (TMG) at DRDC 
Suffield and scientific lead of the 
DRDC counter-explosive threat 
program, he said DRDC is “trying to 
build the capacity to observe, react, 
develop and deploy new mitigation 
capabilities within the enemy’s 
threat evolution cycle. In the future, 
CAF is not going to enter a theatre 
of operations, defeat one threat 
and say we’re safe. We want our 
counter-threat system to respond 
continuously and rapidly, to keep 
defeating devices as they evolve.”

The TMG was formed in 1977 to 
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investigate unexploded Second World 
War ordnance. “Those scientists 
had been studying UXO detection 
for about 15 years and then Somalia 
came along, and they took up the 
challenge of anti-tank landmine 
detection,” Faust said. “That 
transitioned into anti-personnel mine 
detection in Bosnia and then, with 
Afghanistan, it transitioned into IEDs.” 

Threat detection fundamentally 
involves considering the physical 
properties of the suspect object 
– materials, size, shape, density, 
thermal mass, and electromagnetics, 
if applicable – and the environment 
the object is hidden in. 

“Are the properties of the explosive 

threat different from the environment 
that surrounds it?” said Faust. The 
challenge is developing technologies 
that exploit that difference. 

The TMG, mainly physicists and 
electrical engineers, has turned 
to non-linear radar to find the 
electronic components of IEDs. 
Other DRDC groups are looking 
at detecting explosive vapours, 
radio-emissions, and hyperspectral 
imaging, which effectively renders 
visible the otherwise invisible. 
The overall goal is to pull them all 
together in deployable systems.

It boils down to operator safety, 
said Valois. “As an operator, I could go 
through an area and tell you it’s clear 

of any explosive threat. But if my tool 
breaks down 30 percent of the time, 
the follow-on force gets hit. Nobody 
wants that on their conscience.”

As the HRSC project evolved, Valois 
said it benefitted from allies having 
already invested in development and 
they, in turn, learned from Canada’s 
experience. “It’s a very small 
community, a kind of niche.”

Canada co-founded the NATO Team 
of Experts on Technologies for Military 
search, which Faust currently chairs. 
This allied coordination has yielded 
“more bang for the buck” for the 
Army. “With these new technologies, 
there are no testing protocols to 
say a new device will do the job. 

Scientifically, that’s been one of the 
biggest things we’ve been doing with 
our allies: developing testing metrics 
and procedures that are designed 
to understand how equipment will 
perform in operations.” 

On the execution of the 
project, Faust noted that “HRSC 
is an excellent example of project 
leadership engaging DRDC early and 
often, allowing DRDC the opportunity 
to fulfil one of its most valuable roles 
in projects such as this – science and 
technology risk mitigation.”

Delayed by the pandemic, the 
new tools are now being delivered 
and trained at engineer regiments 
across the Army. n
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ARMY RECRUITING RESUMING NORMALCY
After almost two tough years due 

to the Covid-19 pandemic, Canadian 
Armed Forces (CAF) recruiting 
appears to be bouncing back. “We’re 
pretty much back at capacity now,” 
said Captain (N) Pascal Belhumeur, 
commander of the Canadian Forces 
Recruiting Group, located at CFB 
Borden, Ont. But like an institutional 
version of long Covid, the effects of 
the pandemic will be felt for a while.

When the coronavirus hit in March 
2020, it seemed as if the country shut 
down completely. That wasn’t really 

an option for the CAF, and not for 
recruiting. “We didn’t stop recruiting 
in that March timeframe,” said 
Belhumeur, “but we reduced what we 
were recruiting for. If someone was 
coming in as a skilled applicant with 
previous service…that’s something 
we were recruiting for.” 

Recruits planning to attend the 
military colleges continued to be 
brought in. But the Canadian Forces 
Leadership and Recruit School at 
Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Que., shut 
down completely and students in the 

training pipeline were sent home. 
Of course, sitting out the pandemic 

was not an option. The Army – in fact, 
the entire CAF – quickly adapted. St. 
Jean reopened in late summer, but 
with protective measures in place, 
which greatly reduced the number of 
people it could process. To offset this, 
the Army, Navy and Air Force adopted 
more decentralized approaches, with 
recruits undertaking basic military 
qualification courses at different 
locations across Canada, including 
Meaford, Ont., and Valcartier, Que., 

By Ian Coutts
They’re a fixture of the Canadian 

summer, like the cry of a loon or the 
sizzle of a barbecue. Corkscrewing 
through the air, almost like slowly 
falling leaves, trailing colourful smoke 
or maple leaf flags. 

Since 1971, more than 75 million 
people have enjoyed performances 
by the SkyHawks, the Canadian 
Armed Forces’ demonstration 
parachute team based at the 
Canadian Army Advanced Warfare 
Centre in Trenton, Ont.

The global Covid-19 pandemic 
forced the team to cancel the 
2021 show season, the actual 50th 
anniversary of their founding in 
August 1971. But they will be back 
in the air in 2022 and marking, if not 
their actual anniversary, then their 
50th year of performing. 

The SkyHawks are unique. True, 
Canada isn't the only military that 
boasts a precision skydiving team. 
Both the American and British 
armies, and others, mount similar 
demonstrations for appreciative 
audiences. But as Captain Pierre-
Alexandre Dufour, the SkyHawks 
leader since July 2021, points out, 
all members of those teams serve 
with the team for a number of years 
and are drawn almost exclusively 

from the ranks of trained military 
parachutists. The SkyHawks do have 
a cadre of members who serve with 
the unit for tours of two to three 
years, but the bulk of the team 
changes annually. 

“It’s a unique way to do a team,” 
he said. And in a nod, conscious or 
unconscious, to Canadian ideals of 
diversity, the SkyHawks are drawn 
from all three branches of the 
Canadian Armed Forces, Regular and 
Reservist, French and English, male 

and female. “The whole group is 
pretty inclusive.” 

Beginning in October, Dufour and 
the other permanent members of the 
cadre began to sift through applicants 
for the 2022 team. Out of about 30 
applicants who have military freefall 
training or similar civilian sport-diving 
qualifications, they’ll pick 10 or so. 
The new members will report to 
Trenton in February and from there 
they head off to Perris Valley, Calif., 
where “the weather makes it possible 

to do six to eight jumps a day.”
Come spring, they’ll hit the road. 

“That usually starts with the sunset 
ceremony at Royal Military College 
[in late May],” Dufour explained. 
“Then there’ll be an eastern swing 
and a western swing, then back to 
central Canada. Normally the season 
wraps up in September, although it 
can go longer.” 

The team typically consists of 
12 jumpers, along with parachute 
riggers and other ground crew. In 
previous years, the SkyHawks also 
fielded a competitive team. That 
didn’t happen last year, and it won’t 
this year either, to keep the focus 
on a return to performing for the 
Canadian public.

To mark the 50th anniversary,  
“we have a couple of potential items 
[planned], but at this time we are 
still making decisions on what next 
year will look like,” said Dufour.

Whatever new wrinkles they do 
ultimately add this year to mark 
50 seasons of wowing Canadians, 
anyone catching the SkyHawks can 
expect to see all their trademark 
moves – the flags, the trailing smoke, 
and the canopy number where they 
stack one atop the other. “I’m looking 
forward to my first season,” said 
Dufour. “I’m pretty excited.” n

SKYHAWKS PLAN FOR RETURN TO THE AIR
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An infantry officer during  
Ex. Maple Resolve 2021.  
Photo: MS Dan Bard

Three members from the SkyHawks preform an advanced maneuver in  
North Bay, Ont. Photo: S1 Camden Scott



for the Army. 
As much as possible, recruiting 

was carried out remotely. “Between 
[2019 and 2020], our online 
recruiting increased 20 percent,” 
Belhumeur said. However, in the 
face of an unprecedented challenge 
created by the pandemic, recruiting 
dropped by about 60 percent – the 
total number for FY19/20 (from 
April 1, 2019, to March 31, 2020) 
was 5,171, a fairly typical year; in 
FY20/21, it was 2,023. 

Interestingly, though, the 

total number of applicants grew 
considerably. From around 60,000 
in FY19/20, the CAF saw a jump 
to 78,150 in FY20/21, possibly 
because so many other employment 
opportunities disappeared in the 
early days of the pandemic. Britain, 
Australia and South Korea reported 
similar spikes in applications. 
(Although it’s not his area, Belhumeur 
observed that retention was up 
significantly as well. He estimated 
the normal attrition rate to be around 
eight to nine percent; in FY20/21, it 

dropped to five.)
Speaking in October, Belhumeur 

said the CAF is starting to see 
the light at the end of the tunnel. 
Recruiting is projected to hit around 
5,000 in FY 21/22, in the same 
ballpark as before the pandemic 
and in line with annual Forces’ 
requirements. 

Decentralized basic training will 
continue for the time being, and a 
portion of the recruiting process will 
remain virtual, with in-person visits 
to the 26 recruiting centres controlled 

according to the prevalence of 
Covid-19 cases in the local area.

Making up for that recruiting 
shortfall in FY20/21 is going to take 
time. It’s not simply a case of opening 
the tap even wider – decentralized, 
safely distanced training doesn’t 
allow for that. “We have over 100 
occupations,” Belhumeur noted, “and 
it’s harder meeting our goals.” It will 
be a few years before those 3,000 or 
so missing recruits are made good. n
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CANADIAN GUNNERS SERVE AS QUEEN’S GUARD
By Ian Coutts

Surreal. That’s the word that 
Major Michael Crosier reaches for to 
describe the feeling of marching into 
the grounds of Buckingham Palace 
on Oct. 4 for the very first time at 
the head of a contingent from The 
Royal Regiment of Canadian Artillery 
serving as the Queen’s Guard. 

A completely understandable 
reaction. After all, it’s not every 
day that you get to participate in 
a ceremony that has taken place 
for more than three centuries and 
annually draws tens of thousands of 
tourists to witness it – the changing 
of the guard. 

But for three weeks in October, the 
honour fell to members of the Royal 
Regiment of Canadian Artillery United 
Kingdom Public Duties Contingent 
(RCA UK PDC) as part of celebrations 
marking the 150th anniversary of the 
founding of The Royal Regiment of 
Canadian Artillery (RCA), specifically 
A and B batteries of what is now 1st 
Regiment, Royal Canadian Horse 
Artillery (1 RCHA).

“This tasking has been on the 
RCA’s radar for quite a while,” 
said Crosier, whose normal job is 
commanding a battery of 1 RCHA at 
Canadian Forces Base Shilo, Man. 
“I heard about it two years ago and 

immediately volunteered for this.” 
The regiment received the 

go-ahead in the spring of this 
year and dates were firmed up to 
coincide with the actual anniversary 
of the regiment’s founding on 
Oct. 20. Although the job fell to 1 
RCHA, as the senior regiment, the 
contingent also included members 
of 2 RCHA from Petawawa, Ont., 
5e Régiment d’artillerie légère du 
Canada from Valcartier, Que., and 
the 4th Air Defence Regiment and 
the Royal Canadian Artillery School 
in Gagetown, N.B, making what is 

formally referred to as the Royal 
Regiment of Canadian Artillery United 
Kingdom Public Duties Contingent 
truly representative of the RCA.

To meet the exacting standards 
for drill expected of those who guard 
the Queen, the contingent began 
practicing weeks beforehand. “The 
Household Division [the troops that 
usually guard the Queen] has a good 
manual – a six-week course,” said 
Crosier. “Four of those weeks we did 
on our own in Shilo. We worked on 
basic foot drills. Then the Household 
Division sent two drill instructors for 
two weeks. This was followed by 
another week at the Royal Artillery 
Barracks in Woolwich in southeast 
London, with a final inspection on 
Sept. 27 by the brigade major of the 
Household Division.” 

Given the time requirement to 
get ready, putting together the 90 - 
strong Queen’s guard, even with help 
from other units, was a “big pull” on 
1 RCHA, he said.  

Those who have watched the 
changing of the guard, strictly known 
as the guard mounting, might be 
surprised by how time-consuming the 
process is. The 130-person Canadian 
contingent (the 90 members of 
the Queen’s guard, plus the 36 
members of the Royal Canadian 

Artillery Band and support staff) were 
quartered at Woolwich Barracks in 
southeast London, a location with a 
longstanding artillery connection. 

“We left just after 5 am, headed 
for Wellington Barracks, which is 
near Buckingham Palace,” Crosier 
explained. London traffic is “crazy,” 
so the trip can take quite some time. 
Once at Wellington Barracks, they 
had breakfast, then changed into 
the smart blue patrol uniforms they 
wear for the actual mounting. “Then 
we do a rehearsal and start to form 
up just after 10 o’clock.” From there 
they marched to Buckingham Palace 
behind the band. 

“The actual ceremony,” Crosier 
said, “takes about an hour to 
complete.” They then marched to 
St. James’s Palace, where they also 
relieved the guard, “usually around 
12 o’clock.” 

As part of their duties, they also 
mounted the guard at Windsor Castle 
and performed the ceremony of the 
keys at the Tower of London. Their 
public duties wrapped up on Oct. 22.

“It was incredible,” said Crosier. 
Mounting the guard “has absolutely 
been an honour and a privilege. We 
are the Queen’s guard and that’s 
not something a lot of people in the 
Canadian Armed Forces can say.” n

The Queen’s Guard at the  
Royal Palaces.
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Six months into the job as 
the Army Sergeant Major, 
CWO James Smith shares 
his approach 

IN PROFILE

Morale, health, 
resiliency and 
family support

By Ken Pole
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The “been there, done that” concept can be a key to promotion in any military force, but 
there’s obviously much more to the climb up the rank ladder, particularly when the force in 
question is struggling to reinvent itself. Enter Chief Warrant Officer (CWO) James Smith, the 
Canadian Army’s senior non-commissioned member, a key bridge between the senior level 
leadership and its soldiers. He sees himself as a “conduit” as the Army seeks to modernize 
and evolve culturally.

Born in Halifax and “raised a fisherman’s son” on Nova Scotia’s south shore, Smith 
enrolled in the Army in May 1990 as an infanteer with the Princess Patricia’s Canadian  
Light Infantry (PPCLI). After basic training in nearby Canadian Forces Base Cornwallis and 
then basic infantry training at CFB Wainwright, Alta., he was posted to Winnipeg with the  
2nd Battalion, PPCLI.

Three decades of service has seen him steadily climb through the ranks in a regimental 
system that has also permitted him additional institutional experiences. He values the Army’s 
Command team relationship, primarily dedicated with the Commanding Officer, but now 
with the Deputy Commander in certain aspects of Army governance – a dual role he says is 
“unique” in army command structures generally. Smith was promoted to the job last June for 
what is usually a three-year assignment to a desk just a few metres away from the offices of 
the Commander of the Canadian Army, Major-General Michel-Henri St-Louis, and the Deputy 
Commander, Major-General Conrad Mialkowski, both appointed last April.

Morale, health, 
resiliency and 
family support

Candidates on the Patrol Pathfinder during their last mission at Lac-Hayes, Que., in September 2021. 
Photo: MCpl Genevieve Lapointe
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IN PROFILE

As for the “been there, done that” record which 
has led him to National Defence Headquarters, 
Smith mentioned it almost in passing during an 
interview with Canadian Army Today. It includes 
six operational deployments, most notably to the 
Balkans: to Croatia in 1993 and then Bosnia initially 
in 1997, and then as a junior leader in 2000 and 
as Section Commander in 2003, an experience 
he recalls vividly because of the way it affected 
families. “It was tough to see.”

Afghanistan followed in 2009 with Task Force 
3-09 out of Kandahar in the latter stages of the 
Canadian Armed Forces’ (CAF) combat mission. 
His last overseas deployment was to Ukraine 
in 2017 as Task Force Sergeant Major with 
Operation Unifier, the CAF training and capacity-
building mission, a key element of Canada’s 
bilateral support for Ukraine in the face of Russian 
aggression which continues to this day with no 
sign of let-up. 

Looking back on this operational whirlwind, 
Smith recalled finishing high school “at a time 
when fishing wasn’t very good” and there were 
limited prospects other than seasonal lobstering. 
Situated between Shelburne and Barrington 
Passage, his hometown “was a really small 
community, even less so today,” but he still 
maintains roots there through his family and 
friends. 

However, soon after Cornwallis, never having 
been further west than Saint John, N.B., he found 
himself packed off to Wainwright, the main training 
base for 1 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group. 
Home to a couple dozen weapons ranges scattered 
around its 609 square kilometres, it sits near the 
Saskatchewan border in the appropriately named 
Battle River region where Cree and Blackfoot used 
to dispute territory.

Wainwright's immersion was “a blessing in 
disguise” for Smith in the way it expanded his 
personal horizons and launched him on an Army 
career. 

He considers his current job – potentially his 
last before retirement – a “privileged” position 
in how it gives him a voice in the Army’s future. 
“We continue to lead, coach and mentor our 
replacements and, in doing so, will enable 
them to do the job just as well, if not better. We 
need to privilege the future and in doing so, be 
‘approachable’, which historically has not always 
been the case.”

He has been fortunate to serve with some 
great officers and senior NCOs. “Our officers 
are excellent leaders, but they have different 
responsibilities than a senior NCO. Senior NCOs, as 

the backbone of the Army, must be approachable. 
They are critical to ensure our soldiers excel 
in operations and uphold our values within the 
profession of arms – more so today as the CAF 
faces growing societal challenges due to shifting 
demographics within the Canadian mosaic.” 

Asked how soldiers today respond to something 
they don’t like, Smith noted that many “come 
into the Army with a variety of life experiences 
and styles. We must encourage them to adopt 
the profession of arms way of life and empower 
them to be more included. When I joined the 
CAF, my goal was to come out with a pension. 
Today, some arrive with a different focus and with 
different experiences. We need to leverage their 
experiences in order to remain relevant in our 
approach to training. In my time, we learned by 
utilizing memorization and learning techniques 
such as, ‘explain, demonstrate, imitate’. With the 
advancement of technology, they bring a different 
learning dynamic to the CAF simply because 
there’s lots more information accessible to them.”

That led to an exchange about Army succession 
planning and the potential “elitism” among those 
who have combat arms in their resume. Do they 
have an advantage when it comes to promotion? 
“No, but there is a perception as you progress that 
there’s a bit of favouritism. At the tactical level, 
there are advancement scenarios to become unit 
CWOs or Regimental Sergeants-Major (RSMs), but 
in terms of ‘working at the coal face’, there is equal 
opportunity for all trades to progress within the 
Army.”

The Army has a nomination-selection process, 
typically held twice a year, with additional voting 
requirements as the situation evolves. The process 
is managed by the Army talent management team, 
and it plans, coordinates and communicates with 
all the Branches, Corps and Regimental directors 
the call of nominations for all planned and 
unplanned position openings. 

“They will collate the nominations in 
consultation with the Deputy Commander and I 
and send those to the selection board members 
for a vote,” said Smith. “To avoid any perceived 
favoritism, the entirety of the board will submit 
their votes independently. There is a nomination 
process for the next selection of positions going 
on right now, which includes 15 brigadier-generals 
voting for the next tranche of senior and tactical 
level leaders. When the board comes together as 
one, we show who’s voted for whom; there is no 
secret ballot.” 

If there’s any sign of favouritism, the Deputy 
Commander will challenge the voting members and 

A candidate on the Patrol Pathfinder course in 
September. Photo: MCpl Genevieve Lapointe
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discuss, and revote as necessary before a primary 
and alternate selection is decided upon. These 
selections are then ratified by the Commander as 
the final authority for Army succession planning.

“The outcome of the selection process is 
communicated by the chain of command,” which 
plays an important role to ensure the member 
accepts the appointment and to verify that there 
are no personal or professional concerns the Army 
needs to be aware of prior to announcing the 
selected member’s position, said Smith. “The Army 
relies on all levels of leadership to communicate 
with their soldiers – we need to encourage that.” 

Another part of his job is working with all the 
Army’s CWOs, lately through a combination of 
virtual and in-person sessions. “Recently, I had 
about 190 online and in the room. I talked about 
humility and humanity, about soldier morale, health 
and welfare, resiliency and family support.” 

The latter continues to be an increasingly 
important element of the Army’s cultural evolution. 
“My concern is that soldiers need to have an 
active, agile family care plan,” Smith said, drawing 
on his own experiences. “That allows our soldiers 

to do their force generation tasks that are required 
of them.”

That force generation, other than strictly military 
assignments, rose to the occasion in Canada’s 
civilian world as Covid-19 waves surged across 
the country, hitting seniors’ long-term care homes 
particularly hard. The CAF’s ability to assign 
doctors, nurses and other personnel to the crisis 
clearly has done a lot for the military’s public 
profile.

“Canadians appreciate what we do,” Smith 
agreed. “When you empower your soldiers, when 
you trust your soldiers, they trust you. But we need 
to work as an integrated team, which includes our 
part-time and full-time Reservists, our Canadian 
Rangers, and our civilian teammates. Our people 
are our number one capability, we need to be well-
trained, agile and ready for whatever our country 
requires of us.” 

Though not without its challenges, “we are a 
very capable Army and, as we demonstrated most 
recently during the pandemic, we strive to be the 
best that we can in any capacity. I don’t think we 
give ourselves enough credit.” n

A member of the 3rd Battalion, Princess 
Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry, during  
Op Lentus in the Yukon in July 2021.  
Photo: Cpl Rachael Allen



Boosting Signals Strength
As the Army strives to build a digital backbone, it is struggling to fill the 
occupations needed to develop and sustain it. So it is experimenting.
By Chris Thatcher

Call it a paradox of digital transformation. At a time when the Canadian 
Army seeks to digitize enterprise and operational practices, network sensors, 
shooters and command nodes to a unified digital backbone, and stream vast 
arrays of data to inform decision making, the strength of the Army’s Signals 
Corps is low and at risk of becoming even weaker. 

Among Army trades, Signals occupations are considered the most 
distressed. At present, the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals is at 70 percent 
effective strength. Nearly 20 percent of that loss occurred in the past eight 
years and long-range prediction models by Military Personnel Command 
suggest another 20 percent could be lost before the Corps achieves 
equilibrium. Recruit intake will not match demand anytime soon. Yet the trade 
is expected to provide the very people needed to sustain that digital backbone.

The staffing crisis has unfolded even as the complexity of the capabilities 
Signals Operators are expected to develop, maintain and operate has 
increased. More problematic, the Corps can see a tsunami of emerging 
technology, from artificial intelligence (AI) to deep machine learning and 
data analytics, approaching and is starting to brace for impact, admitted 
Lieutenant-Colonel Bahir Ali, Commandant of the Canadian Forces School of 
Communications and Electronics (CFSCE).

One of the challenges today for the Signals Corps, and a cause for some of 
the complexity, is the lack of a unified digital network in which to plug in new 
capabilities. Though the Army talks of the Land Command Support System as a 
backbone, there are in fact multiple variants of the LCSS. Ali can count at least 
nine, all purpose-built to support different mission sets. 

“We have built a system and every time we have a different operation, we 
copy/paste that system,” he said. “We will rebuild it and employ it for that 
specific operation. And that creates a strain on the Signals Corps.” 

Over the years, the Army has built LCSS networks for domestic operations, 
Canadian Joint Operations Command missions, coalition operations, Canada-
U.S. intelligence sharing tools, training and simulation – the actual number 
fluctuates depending on demand, he explained. “We will engineer a new 
network in support of a specific activity.” In addition, the Army has corporate 
networks for institutional functions and the gateways connecting the 
operational and the corporate are limited.  
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An aerospace telecommunications and information systems technician, Cpl Marc 
D’Entremont, assembles a communications satellite during Op Reassurance Air Task 
Force Romania in 2020. Photo: S1 Zach Barr
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“We talk about digital transformation quite a bit, but we need to start 
thinking first about the digital backbone,” Ali argued. “That backbone is 
needed to enable innovation and the Army’s digital transformation. But we 
tend to design our networks and develop network capability in the Canadian 
Armed Forces in a stovepipe manner. We realize we need to bring some of 
this together and start thinking about joint Communications and Information 
Systems (CIS). Otherwise, we end up splintering the network into too many 
segments and then won’t have the workforce to manage it all. So, we need to 
be clever in the way we implement the digital backbone.”

That begins with achieving what he called “technological focus.” Because 
the Signals Corps is spread thin and struggles with the “overwhelming 
complexity” of the technology it is responsible for, it has had little time to focus 
on “adopting new technologies and rapidly engineering new solutions by using 
existing capabilities.”

Dealing with technological complexity will remain a constant, but the Corps 
could be more agile and creative with how it is structured, he suggested. 

“I’ve had people tell me, ‘Why can’t an Army radio be as simple as my 
cell phone?’ The reality is that there is tremendous complexity behind a cell 
phone. There are tens of thousands of people supporting the infrastructure that 
cell phone relies on. We just don’t see that complexity. It is far removed and 
managed by someone else. I think the same can be true for the Army. Maybe 
there’s an opportunity to remove some of this complexity from the tactical edge 
and put it somewhere else.”

But first the Signals Corps needs to rethink how it attracts, develops and 
retains its people.
 
CONSOLIDATION AND DIVESTMENT

Before assuming command of CFSCE, Ali spent two years at Army 
headquarters under Director Land Command and Information (DLCI) examining 
the recruiting and retention conundrum. The Signals Corps has made an art of 
doing more with less, but that’s not sustainable, he admitted. 

Finding technological efficiencies and challenging how the Corps does 
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Members of 2 Signal Squadron assemble a High-Capacity Line-Of-Sight  
radio tower during Ex. Hermes Reach at CFB Petawawa in October.  
Photo: Cpl Melissa Gloude

CFSCE students Pte Kilroy(L) and Pte Liwan (R) receive instruction from  
MCpl Roy-Power (C) during a training session for the Information Systems (IS) 
Technician course, designed to provide a foundation as an IS network specialist. 
Photo: CFSCE



business might alleviate some of the strain and generate new ways to achieve 
similar effects with less people. But the Corps will also need to reorganize its 
structure. DLCI research found 46 percent of Signals Operators are employed 
in organizations outside the Army. Could Reserve members, civilian employees 
and/or contractors assume more of the non-tactical roles? “The Army is 
looking at that as part of Force 2025 to match supply to demand,” said Ali, a 
former Signal Squadron Commander in Joint Task Force 2.

During 3rd Canadian Division’s high readiness training in 2020-2021, the 
Signals Corps trialed a possible structural change, centralizing Information 
Systems (IS) technicians to deploy and manage the LCSS. Called Task Force 
Hermes, the initiative pulled together IS techs from across various units to 
concentrate the response to LCSS problems, rather than in piecemeal actions.

“One of the more complex tasks a brigade Signals squadron has is to deploy 
its LCSS servers – only a handful of people in each of the brigades are able 
to perform that function,” he explained. “We proved we can take a lot of the 
systems management functions that are currently provided within the brigades 
and centralize them under an Army Signals element that can provide those 
services remotely. By putting them all together, we were able to achieve more 
with less. The results also are informing Force 2025.”

Among other possible structural changes, the Army has debated centralizing 
a specialized unit under the Canadian Combat Support Brigade to provide 
enterprise networks at the division level.

Rather than generalists, it may be time to redefine Signals Operators as 

tactical specialists and divest some tasks to other trades or industry. Could 
certain infrastructure responsibilities – think the military equivalent of cloud 
computing services – be assumed by industry so “we can focus on the things 
we can realistically train on and provide enough soldiers for?” speculated Ali, 
who deployed to Afghanistan in 2007 as the Battle Group Signals Office and 
to Iraq in 2019 as the NATO embedded training and advisory team lead at the 
Iraqi School of Military Communications.

App developers, he noted, tend to not worry about the backend of data 
centres, servers, enterprise network routing or gateways. Could those functions 
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Members of 2 Signal Squadron assemble a High-Capacity Line-Of-Sight radio tower. 
Photo: Cpl Melissa Gloude

2 Signal Squadron members conducted pyrotechnic and helicopter dismount drills 
during Ex. Hermes Reach. Photo: Cpl Melissa Gloude



be moved to the rear rather than the tactical edge where most LCSS structures, 
from servers to services, currently reside with field units?

Or could the Army Reserve take on more roles? The Strengthening the Army 
Reserve (StAR) initiative launched in June 2016 has established mission tasks 
such as cyber protection and electronic warfare in Reserve Signals regiments. 
“It may not be realistic to think the Army Reserve can generate the same level 
of capability as predictably as the Regular Force can,” he noted, “but there is a 
lot of talent there and we need to recognize that and see what we can employ.”

Ultimately, the responsibility for building capacity falls to CFSCE. The Army is 
unlikely to attract experienced IT professionals from civilian jobs, so the school 
must develop the initial skills and provide challenging and rewarding career-
long development that can meet demand and match technological change. 
CFSCE provides training for 10 officer and non-commissioned member (NCM) 
occupations for the Communications and Electronics Branch, including one 
officer and four NCM trades for the Army. As the complexity of tasks and the 
specialization of occupations has increased, so too has the length of training 
– the entry level program for Signal Operators has gone from 70 to 120 days – 
and the overall standards.

As worrisome as the numbers are – “even if you maximize recruiting, 
maximize training production, you will probably never get to the levels that 
our establishment plans for,” he noted – there are reasons to be excited about 
being in today’s Signals Corps. Army initiatives like digital transformation and 
the development of more robust C4ISR promise recruits an opportunity to work 
at the leading edge of technology.

“We have an aspiration to do things that are the bleeding edge in this 
domain,” Ali said. “I think this should attract talent. We need to advertise this, 
explain what we are working on, and the types of wicked problems we are 
having to reflect on.”

TRAINING TO MEET DEMAND
That tsunami of disruptive technologies looming on the Signals Corps’ 

horizon includes AI, block chain and the business intelligence functions of 
data mining, process analysis and descriptive analytics. All have the potential 
to reshape doctrine, structures, and how the Corps operates. Understanding 
how best to adopt, employ and train them is an essential aspect of achieving 
technological focus.

“This is also about evolving our training to meet future demand. We really 
need to understand the intersection between the demand for emerging 
technology and the Signals Corps’ demand for training,” said Ali. “We need to 
figure out where those two intersect to ensure our training is relevant to the 
challenges of today, and tomorrow.”

Increasingly, decision makers at the “tactical, operational and strategic 
levels are demanding to be enabled by the capabilities that make up that 
tsunami,” he noted. With corporate systems and almost “every piece of 
equipment in our arsenal generating data today,” commanders are asking 
to accelerate the decision-making process. The technical backbone to 
enable that, however, “is becoming quite complex with the explosion of data 
sources, so we are having to evolve it very quickly while ensuring it is secure 
and interoperable with our partners and allies.”

Yet the Signals Corps still needs to ensure the digital environment for 
the Army to innovate. Uber didn’t transform the taxi industry without all the 
necessary infrastructure already being placed, he added. “Our role is an 
increasingly critical one to enable the Army’s digital transformation.” n 
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Is it time to redefine signals operators as tactical specialists and divest some tasks to other trades or industry? Photo: Cpl Melissa Gloude
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You should start an insurgency in the Canadian Army! I know, it sounds 
controversial, but remember, there are many reasons to build an 
insurgency. The goal of insurgencies commonly falls into one of five 

categories. Four of them are: revolutionary, resistance, separatist, and 
commercialist. All four seek a complete victory or control to achieve their goals. 

You just need to drive key changes. 
There is one other category – the reformist insurgency – that does 

not seek to replace the existing order, but instead compel it to undertake 
important reforms. The digital transformation of the Army should be your 
reformist insurgency.

The Army has several competing priorities. One that might feel hidden in the 
background is the exponential capability gap in the digital domain. In essence, 
the rest of the world is adapting faster every year in this domain, and the 
Canadian Army is not. The conflicts of today and tomorrow are won by those 
that can master the digital space. Those following recent conflicts need only 
look at the digital sophistication of the 2020 Nagorno-Karabakh war between 
Azerbaijan and Armenia. The two countries are small economically, but both 
were able to deploy combat drones, sophisticated surveillance, coordinated 
misinformation via social media, and targeting of ballistic missiles. Interstate 
conflicts, criminals and terrorists fight and win in the digital space.

A call for a digital 
insurgency

OPINION

By Caleb Walker
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A reformist insurgency begins at the grassroots. Photo: MS Dan Bard



It would be a mistake to focus on the hardware. You need to start a 
reformist insurgency. 

The Army is hamstrung on the purchase of new hardware. Most 
procurement in this domain is more than half a decade away. Meanwhile 
our allies already use deployable classified cloud and a digitally integrated 
command and control system. You can’t influence that space. Procurement is 
political, complex, and political. Yes, I said political twice.
It would be a mistake to focus on buying expensive talent. You need to 
start a reformist insurgency.

You can’t hire 500 software engineers that have five to 10 years experience 
to build this for you. First, they want too much money. Second, they don’t want 
to work on your projects. Third, they don’t understand your problems. Fourth, 
and most importantly, every government department is competing for the same 
talent. Economic and Social Development Canada, Canadian Revenue Agency 
and Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada are huge departments. 
They all have multi-billion-dollar projects to migrate from legacy systems to the 
cloud. 
It would be a mistake to focus on recruiting specialized talent. You need 
to start a reformist insurgency.

You can’t rely on hiring more Signals soldiers and hope they solve this 
problem. They are struggling with a personnel shortage that is close to crisis 
levels. Further, it takes a bold recruit to leave their software engineer degree 
and, instead of making a six-figure salary in a technology company, start 
basic training. On the other side of this equation are the retention issues of the 
Signals trade. Once trained and experienced, they can find a job outside the 
military almost immediately. 

Luckily the digital insurgency – as with most insurgencies – is not 
dependent on a few key positions. Instead, it is important to mobilize the entire 
population. Most software companies have made their platform user friendly 
with low or no code solutions. The insurgency can leverage these tools to scale 
solutions and build momentum. 
It would be a mistake to expect the senior Army leadership to build the 
talent for you. You need to start a reformist insurgency.

The Canadian Army is stretched. It has a retention issue. The senior leaders 
are trying to ensure the Army is ready for the equipment that is supposed to 
arrive in 2030. They need to train a massive influx of recruits over the next 
seven years. They are trying to understand the larger tectonic shifts that are 
under their feet. 

The capital city is busy; time to take some villages and build your 
insurgency.

How do you wage a digital insurgency? The first step is to conduct a 
pre-insurgency stage. Encourage the movement to organize. Focus on the 
grievance. Help leaders to emerge. Start creating a group identity. Start 
recruiting members to your cause.

The grievance can be relatively simple. We live in 2021, but the office is 
in late 1998. Why am I using excel spreadsheets to capture data? Why am I 
sending this information by email to each individual person? Why are senior 
staff officers chasing information for a week for a PowerPoint that is out of 
date once the data is inputted? Why do most soldiers not have access to any 
information? Why are claims mostly done on paper. The grievance is: Why is 
this not better for our soldiers? 
Message that grievance to the villages and build your insurgency.

Once the leaders emerge, support and champion their cause. Help them 
recruit more insurgents and fund the insurgency. The Canadian Army has access 
to Office 365 with tools that can automate most of the Army’s administration. You 
can build an application on PowerApps that can work on your personal phone. 
Deliver what the villages need and build your insurgency.

Recruiting and training can happen throughout, to build these digital 
solutions and protect them from cyber attacks. Don’t wait on the hardware, 
hiring and recruiting of specialized talent. Start training your soldiers on how 
to fight in the insurgency. They can build solutions on Office 365. They can 
conduct data competitions. You can automate paperwork and administration. 
You can have teams learn how to hack networks. Start small, show success, 
and then invest more. 
Train the villages to take the cities and build your insurgency.

An insurgency in a structured hierarchy like the Army might feel strange. 
Remember that sometimes the best ideas come from the village. It is possible 
that the senior leaders are consumed with other issues for the next few years. 
Don’t lose hope. 

Take some villages and build your insurgency. n

Lieutenant-Colonel (Ret’d) Caleb Walker spent 20 years in the Canadian Army, 
including three tours to Afghanistan where he was awarded the Chief of Defense Staff 
Commendation. His last role was the Commander of the Army’s Chief Action Group.  
He wrote the Managed Readiness System Review in 2019. He is now the Country 
Manager of the veteran employment organization WithYouWithMe.
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Pte Samuel Dionne, a signals operator, testing a transmission system relay on  
Ex. Trident Juncture 2015. Photo: Cpl Alex Parenteau

A candidate on the Patrol Pathfinder course communicates with aircraft 
personnel while securing a landing zone in August 2021. Photo: Cpl Thomas Lee
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Canadian and American Joint Terminal Attack Controllers during training at the Cincu Range as part of Op Reassurance Air Task Force - Romania in October 2021.  
Photo: Avr Avery Philpott



On the calendar of joint fires and sensor-to-shooter capability 
demonstrations, Bold Quest is a key event. But when around 600 

participants gathered last October, most of the 200 international attendees were 
virtual observers, watching online due to pandemic travel restrictions. That 
included a Canadian contingent of joint terminal attack controllers (JTACS) and 
members of the Joint Fires Modernization (JFM) project team.

This November, they will once again be back on the ramp at the Camp 
Atterbury Joint Maneuver Training Center in Indiana for the three-week event 
hosted by the U.S. Joint Staff. Bold Quest provides a realistic operational 
environment to assess the capability and interoperability of new systems, and 
for the JFM team it’s been a venue to trial and showcase its recently acquired 
digitally-aided close air support (DACAS) system.

“We’re pretty excited,” admitted Master Warrant Officer Jamie Murphy, a 
master gunner with the JFM project in the Directorate of Land Requirements. 
Though he will be building on previous demonstrations of the current DACAS 
system, “confirming its capability over different waveforms, there will be 
multinational aircraft there that we haven’t had a chance to control before. So, 
this will help ensure our interoperability with those nations and platforms, from 
fast movers to fixed-wing and even a bomber.”

Bold Quest is also an opportunity to “do some fact finding” about the close air 
support and joint fires capabilities of other nations as he negotiates an upgrade 
of the DACAS system and expands the tools available to Canadian Army JTACS 
and forward observer officers (FOOs). “There are a few things I will have my eye 
on, like digitally-aided fire support.”

The Army acquired the Android-based version of DACAS in 2017 under a $4 
million contract with Collins Aerospace. And in previous iterations of Bold Quest 
the system was one of the highlights of the event, instantly connecting and 
exchanging targeting data with the various aircraft on the ramp while Joint Staff 
evaluators verified the message traffic. 

The Collins Networked Joint Fires Cross Platform Dismounted Solution is 
an off-the-shelf Google Pixel tablet connected to a tactical hub supporting a 
Tactical Net Rover, a laser range finder, GPS, Harris 152A or 117G radio, and a 

BACK TO BOLD QUEST

By Chris Thatcher

Under a series of minor capital 
projects, the Army is setting the 
stage for modernized Joint Fires 
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conformal battery. The touch-driven targeting system uses an open-source 
military Android Tactical Assault Kit (ATAK), a software application that includes 
a geospatial mapping engine and other plug-ins to reduce and simplify the 
steps for JTACs to digitally coordinate air support from both legacy and next-
generation aircraft.

Specifically, the DACAS system allows a JTAC to coordinate air strikes in 
less than two minutes, rather than the typical 15 to 20 minutes it often takes to 
“talk on an aircraft to a target” by voice with a close air support brief.

The initial procurement delivered a baseline capability of hardware and 
software “to be able to send a variable message format over a combat net 
radio,” said Murphy. A Block II project would enhance the overall system for 
FOOs and JTACs by allowing them to exchange more information. “It is not 
going to replace anything, just add more tools in the toolbox. We are looking 
at a Link 16 handheld radio that allows JTACs to utilize that tactical datalink 
to exchange more situational awareness and targeting information with the 
aircraft. As part of that next software build, we are looking at having not only 
close air support messages, but also digitally-aided fire support messages.

“We also want to deliver gateway hardware to be able to take that variable 
message format from our initial data and put that on the Link 16 network. 
Not all fighter aircraft have the ability to send or receive the variable message 
format, but they often have the ability to send and receive Link 16 on that 
tactical datalink.” 

The handheld Link 16 radio would be a similar form factor to the current 

AN/PRC-152A, but the data would be digitally transferrable to a JTAC’s tablet. 
Whether the project can leverage existing contracts or will require a minor 
capital request for proposals is yet to be determined.

To improve target acquisition, Murphy also intends to deliver a new 
handheld digital thermal imager. JTACs currently employ the Safran Vectronix 
STERNA with a Vector 21 binocular rangefinder for locating targets, “but don’t 
have a thermal capability that can go onto that,” he explained. “This project is 
looking at a limited quantity of thermal imagers that would allow us to capture, 
save and send images. I’m also integrating that into our DACAS system so that 
targeting data can be inputted.” 

Upgrading the software and the gyroscopes in some of the STRENA 
targeting locating modules, “when combined with that thermal, will give us 
Category 1 coordinates capability for precision munitions,” such as the M982 
Excalibur 155 mm guided artillery shell.

Under separate projects in 2018 and 2019, the Army acquired quantities 
of NEWCON OPTIK’s handheld LRM 3500M laser rangefinder monocular 
and Leonardo’s Type 163 lightweight laser target designator for JTACs. 
For mounted FOOs, as part of Light Armoured Vehicle (LAV) Specialist 
Variant Enhancements (LAV SVE) project, the Army will upgrade the 
Target Observation and Fire Correction System (TOFCS) and Targeting 
Independent Viewer (TIV) in the Observation Post variant to improve crew 
situational awareness and target acquisition capability. The TOFCUS and TIV 
enhancements are both in project definition.
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THE BIG PICTURE
Each project, however, is a trestle in a bridge to an eventual solution for 

modernizing joint fires, one of the central components of the Army’s digital 
transformation. The JFM team has made good use of minor capital funding 
to address gaps in capability, but digitizing communications between a 
dismounted JTAC and a line-of-sight aircraft is only the first step in a larger 
effort to connect sensors to shooters, whether land artillery and other guns or 
air and naval fire support platforms.

The JFM project will include vastly improved command and control 
capabilities through the procurement of targeting and battle management 
software, tactical equipment, and high-fidelity simulation training systems 
for operators, commanders and a myriad of planners, coordinators and other 
targeting staff.

DACAS improved the ability of JTACs to digitally share targeting data, but 
wider information sharing is still an issue, said Murphy.

“It doesn’t give us that situational awareness that we need. That data 
usually comes in through our Airspace Coordination Centres. They can 
receive and track that data, but we don’t necessarily know where all those 
aircraft are. Link 16 can give us a huge ability to not only get the full air 
picture into our tablet to see what else is in the air, but also allow us to input 
our own position so an aircraft can see that as well. As we’re able to share 
that data back and forth, we can delineate between friendly and foe and 
hopefully reduce fratricide.” 

If the Army adopts ATAK for its Integrated Soldier System Suite (ISSS), part 
of a planned final software upgrade for the new dismounted communications 
equipment, JTACs and FOOs would also be able to share situational data with 
dismounted soldiers. “That is the goal,” said Murphy, though he noted that 
the ISSS will use Cursor on Target, a different internet protocol for sharing 
positional information than DACAS.

The pandemic has prevented the JFM team from “being able to get 
out, meet face-to-face, and have those conversations that are hard to do 
virtually” with allies and industry, he said. That has delayed some decisions, 
but also allowed the team to dispense with a lot of paperwork. The schedules 
for a DACAS upgrade and a thermal imager are both on track for delivery by 
fall 2022.

“There is a lot to learn from moving forward with DACAS and these other 
minor capital projects,” Murphy concluded. “If JFM is looking to deliver in the 
2025-2026 timeframe, that is a lot of years to sit and wait. My big goal with 
this project is to get the community familiar and smart using Link 16. Hopefully 
that will facilitate a seamless transition to whatever JFM delivers.” n
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Canadian JTACs work with recently acquired equipment, including the digitally-aided close air support system, during Bold Quest 2021 in November. Photo: MWO Jamie Murphy



UPGRADED SOFTWARE IS PLANNED FOR THE INTEGRATED SOLDIER SYSTEM.  
A CANADIAN COMPANY IS POSITIONING TO BE ITS CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE.

Collaborative app
By Canadian Army Today staff
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The Integrated Solider System Suite will incorporate the Android Team Awareness Kit (ATAK) software as part of a third development and delivery cycle. Photos: S1 Camden Scott



Collaborative app

Arriving on the scene of an active shooter is 
one of the more perilous situations a police 

officer can face. Critical information is scattered, 
confusing and can take precious seconds to gather. 
That lack of comprehensive situational awareness 
can be fatal. 

As with everything else these days, there’s an 
app for that. 

Imagine instead a scenario where an officer 
has a more thorough picture even before he or 
she steps out of the vehicle. As they are driving, 
vital data points begin populating their tablet or 
phone: Icons on a map denoting the positions of 
fellow officers and vehicles, a possible location 
of the shooter, the size of the area that has been 
cordoned off, an initial command post. Maybe 
that’s followed by a social media grab of the 
shooter, a photo with enough detail to make the 
person readily identifiable. Video from an officer’s 
body camera or a sniper spotter scope is shared. 
Command instructions and further details, passed 
by text and voice, are layered onto the screen. 

Until recently, that would have been difficult 
to achieve. While there is no shortage of systems 
capable of collecting each of those data points, 
fusing the information in an accessible format 
has been a challenge. Systems standards and 
proprietary intellectual property have limited how 
easily secure devices can communicate and share.

A U.S. government-owned application for 
smartphones, called Android Team Awareness 
Kit (ATAK), is rapidly changing how military and 
first responder agencies collaborate. And the 
software will soon be added to the Canadian 
Army’s Integrated Soldier System Suite (ISSS), a 
tactical computer system, radio, and push-to-talk 
headphone, cabled together through a hub on a 
load carriage vest.

The ISSS is networking soldiers at the tactical 
level with a smartphone-like display for better 
navigation, blue force tracking, mission planning 
and orders dissemination, among other tasks. 
To stay current with swiftly evolving technology, 
the Army is delivering the system in three cycles. 
The first provided the equipment and baseline 
software. The second cycle, now underway, 
will integrate the ISSS with the Army’s digital 
backbone, the Land Command Support System, as 
well as improve radios and integrate new range 
finders. The third will upgrade software, including 
the addition of ATAK. 

“Where the U.S. goes, NATO generally follows, 
and it is prudent to be interoperable with our 
largest ally,” a senior officer with the Directorate 
of Land Requirements (DLR) told the Army 

Outlook in April. Studies by Defence Research 
and Development Canada have shown the ISSS 
capability can dramatically improve the “speed and 
accuracy with which these tasks can be completed. 
This is a major step forward for our dismounted 
soldiers.”

Developed by the U.S. Air Force Research 
Laboratory in 2010 and adopted initially by 
U.S. Special Operations Forces and then other 
national special forces and U.S. federal and state 
government agencies, ATAK provides users with 
real-time situational awareness. Powerful terrain, 
weather and other mapping tools, blue force 
tracking and encrypted data communication by 
text, voice and video can be easily shared among 
multiple ATAK-enabled devices.  

The Department of Homeland Security’s Science 
and Technology Directorate first trialed ATAK after 
Hurricane Harvey tore through Texas in August 
2017 to support communication and coordination 
among multi-jurisdictional responders. It was 
deployed again in September when Hurricane 
Irma struck Florida and Hurricane Maria shattered 
Puerto Rico.

While a freeware version is available to users 
of newer Android phones like the Samsung S-20, 
establishing and maintaining a secure ATAK-
based network and/or being able to have certain 
devices integrated with ATAK requires specialized 
engineering services. A small Ottawa-based 
defence technology company is addressing that.

KWESST Micro Systems, a four-year-old start-up 
founded by Jeff MacLeod, a former Royal Canadian 
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer officer, is 
one of just a handful of companies, and the only 
Canadian one, to receive authorization by the U.S. 
Department of Defense to develop military ATAK 
plug-ins. Authorization was granted over a year ago 
when the U.S. Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory 
requested the company integrate ATAK into a 
proprietary integrated fires module (IFM) product 
KWESST was designing for 81mm mortar platoons. 

The IFM product suite connects weapons that 
have not previously been part of the command 
network to the tactical internet, sometimes referred 
to as the military Internet of Things.

In response to the growing utility of ATAK 
among military, public safety and first responder 
organizations, KWESST has positioned itself as 
an ATAK centre of excellence in Canada. “We 
recognized that if we played our cards right 
and were first to market, we could be the guys 
in Canada that can support and develop ATAK 
solutions,” said Rick Bowes, a former armour 
officer and vice president of operations. 

The active shooter scenario described above 
was demonstrated by KWESST to a Canadian 
police force in August. Improving real-time shared 
situational awareness among police and other first 
responders is the key to operational effectiveness 
and interoperability during high-risk scenarios, 
he noted. The company is now discussing the 
implementation of a prototype proof-of-concept 
project with a Canadian police force. 

Because it is network agnostic, if cell service 
is knocked out, ATAK can still operate with other 
communications devices such as radios or satellite 
communications. “That makes it a great application 
for organizations like provincial wildfire services 
who are often operating in mountain valleys where 
there is no cell service,” said Bowes. “With ATAK-
equipped firefighting teams, risks associated with 
loss of communications and situational awareness 
are greatly reduced.” 

All this positions KWESST well when it 
comes to the Army’s aspirations for Land C4ISR 
(Command, Control, Communications, Computers, 
Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance) 
capability development over the next few years. 
With confirmation by DLR staff that the Android 
Team Awareness Kit will be part of the evolution 
of the ISSS, ATAK likely becomes an underlying 
building block when architecting solutions for Joint 
Fires Modernization, TacC2IS Modernization, and 
TacComms Modernization. 

KWESST’s knowledge and experience developing 
and integrating ATAK-based network and IFM 
solutions within a larger command-and-control 
architecture allows the company to “propose 
a unique and differentiated set of offerings 
particularly suited to the dismounted operating 
domain,” said Bowes. n
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By Major-General C.J.J. Mialkowski

MODERNIZING FOR  
FUTURE CONFLICT

The Leopard II tank during vehicle convoy movements as part of Ex. Maple Resolve in May. Photo: Cpl Doug Burke
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Technological advancement, climate change, 
and the spread of information are rapidly 
changing the face of human conflict and 

competition as we know it. Threats to Canada and 
our way of life no longer manifest themselves as 
they have in the past, being restricted to the land, 
air and sea. 

Instead, they have become blended and infused 
with the addition of space and the cyber domains, 
which demand our preparation and readiness to 
meet and defeat potential adversaries in a “pan-

domain manner” with the combined efforts of the 
Canadian Armed Forces, and with the Army being 
prominent – but not alone – in the land domain and 
contributing to other domains. Competition also 
exists wherein actors operate every day below the 
threshold of armed conflict looking to influence 
populations and destabilize a global order based on 
universal human rights, the rule of law and respect 
for democratic principles.  

In response to these challenges, the Canadian 
Army is changing how we build capabilities and 

prepare force readiness on behalf of Canada. Our 
change agenda, which is captured in Advancing 
with Purpose: The Canadian Army Modernization 
Strategy (CAMS), is focused on people and culture, 
operations and modernization.

Modernizing our Army requires careful thought 
and threat-based analysis, an understanding of 
the character of future conflict and operations, and 
a steadfast commitment to excellence in training 
and delivery of the right equipment to meet the 
challenges ahead. 

A soldier takes a knee to survey the situation during a simulated fire fight with enemy forces on Ex. Maple Resolve. Photo MS Dan Bard
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Released last year, CAMS is a roadmap for 
adjusting our structure, readiness, sustainment, 
training, and personnel policies. There are several 
key principles behind CAMS, and developing 
a modern digital culture within the Army is a 
central one. 

Up to now, our approach has been “shoot, 
move, communicate.” The evolving nature of the 
environment in which land power is employed, 
however, demands that we communicate 
constantly in order to shoot and move effectively. 
To communicate more effectively, we need 
to be networked and able to gather, process, 
and understand information faster than an 
adversary. And that network has to be secure and 
compatible with those of our allies. To achieve all 
this, the Army needs to modernize its capabilities 
in Land Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance (C4ISR).

C4ISR involves a wide range of tools that 
help us gather and interpret information such 
as communications and navigation systems, 
networking and network security, and data 
management. Our Army is modernizing its C4ISR 

capabilities through six projects. The backbone 
of C4ISR is the Tactical Communications 
Modernization Project, which will see us connected 
via a digital network of communications tools 
carried by soldiers, as well as in vehicle and 
headquarters communications systems. 

The other key principles driving CAMS are: 
(a) integrating our Regular and Reserve forces, 

Canadian Rangers, and civilians into a single, 
effective team; (b) interoperability – ensuring we 
have the ability to work seamlessly with allies; (c) 
simplicity – new technologies will be employed, 
but we will always keep ease of use in mind; (d) 
readiness for Adaptive Dispersed Operations – 
more irregular forms of warfare that don’t involve 
major national powers – will be our baseline for 
aggregating resources and; (e) versatility – the 
capabilities we develop will have the widest 
possible application so that we are efficient with 
the funding Canadians provide us.

A priority initiative of Army modernization is 
Force 2025, the restructuring of the Canadian 
Army to allow us to better integrate and employ 
future capabilities and be the battle-winning land 
component in the joint fight. Force 2025 will also 
allow us to identify and divest capabilities that 
are obsolete. Our current structure is based on 
Cold War-era threat concepts. Force 2025 will not 
only focus on the field force, but also on essential 
foundational institutional support formations, where 
training and support formations will be reinforced. 

A truly modern army must have a modern 
culture. Any aspect of toxic culture within our Army 

Capt Ming Hao Li (right) from the Royal Canadian Dental Corps administers a Covid-19 vaccine to Pte Benjamin Reid from the 1st Battalion, Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry 
in Wainwright, Alta., in April. Photo: S1 Camden Scott

Major-General Conrad Mialkowski
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impacts on the dignity of our members, erodes 
the trust we have in one another – trust which we 
rely upon as a professional military force – and 
diminishes the confidence Canadians have in us. 
It also destroys our most valuable resource – our 
people – and renders us combat-ineffective. 
Additionally, this can also make it more difficult 
to retain the talent of great Canadians within our 
Army team, and can challenge the recruiting of 
new members. 

Consequently, women and men in our 
ranks must not be subjected to harassment, 
discrimination, racism, and sexual misconduct. We 
need to listen, learn and adapt. We need to show 
understanding and compassion to those affected 
by toxic behaviours. And we need to demonstrate 
to prospective soldiers that, by joining the Army, 
they will be part of an organization in which all are 
respected and can feel safe.

In April 2021, the Department of National 
Defence and the Canadian Armed Forces 
established Chief Personnel Conduct and Culture 
(CPCC), a new command that is leading our efforts 
to transform our culture and how we understand 
and address sexual misconduct. CPCC is not only 

improving the mechanisms for reporting, tracking, 
and addressing misconduct, but also offering 
increased support to survivors and others affected, 
and changing related policies so that incidents of 
misconduct can be addressed more effectively.

In addition to offering our full support to CPCC 
and other DND/CAF initiatives to realize culture 
change, we are implementing many of our own 
measures, such as: Canadian Army Order 11-82, 
which focuses on Hateful Conduct prevention, 
response, and assessment; mandating training 
in recognizing and addressing harassment; 
mandating training in Indigenous cultural 
awareness; and offering workshops such as  
a Uniform Sexual Trauma First Aid and 
Intervention Course.

While we are addressing culture and conduct in 
our ranks, and pushing onward with modernization, 
we will continue to deliver excellence wherever 
Canadians need us. We remain strong, proud, and 
ready to assist at home whenever and wherever 
the need arises. We’ve deployed soldiers in support 
of Canadians here at home on operations in the 
fight against Covid-19. In addition to assisting with 
the distribution of the Covid-19 vaccine, the Army 

provided logistical and general support, including 
transportation assistance, delivery of food and 
supplies, supporting public awareness programs 
on health measures, and delivery of humanitarian 
assistance. At the same time, we are continuing to 
fulfill our international commitments too. We are 
working with allies and putting boots on the ground 
around the world, through participation with NATO 
Allies in Operation Reassurance (Latvia); Op Unifier 
(Ukraine), and Op Impact (Iraq) where, over the past 
year, we have deployed nearly 3,500 soldiers. 

The way ahead is challenging and will push 
us outside of our comfort zone, but meeting 
challenges is at the core of the Canadian Army’s 
mission. By taking this honest look at where we are 
and where we need to be, we will emerge stronger 
and better enabled to fulfill our role as the land 
power component of the Canadian Armed Forces. n

Major-General Conrad Mialkowski is the Deputy 
Commander of the Canadian Army. A recipient of the 
Meritorious Service Cross and the Legion of Merit Degree 
of Officer from the United States, he most recently served 
as Commander of 4th Canadian Division and Joint Task 
Force Central, headquartered in Toronto.Major-General Conrad Mialkowski

CAF members of Op Impact Roto 4, Chalk 2 board an Airbus CC-150 Polaris in Kuwait in June 2021. Photo: Cpl Bryce Cooper
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COMBAT SUPPORT  
EXPERIMENT

Inside the ground control station for the CU172 Blackjack remotely piloted system during Ex. Ready Star in 2018. Photo: 4th Artillery Regiment (GS)
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Need reconnaissance imagery from a small surveillance 
drone? Electronic jamming? Air space coordination? 

Specialized engineering? How you request those, and other 
effects generated by the Army’s enablers, is about to change. 

Last year the Canadian Combat Support Brigade (CCSB) 
began a two-year experiment to evaluate how it can best 
integrate ISTAR (Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition 
and Reconnaissance) sensors, electronic warfare, influence 
activities, and other critical enablers into a manoeuvre brigade 
headquarters.

Known as the Combat Support Group Experiment, the first 
trial was conducted with 1 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group 
(CMBG) as part of the Unified Resolve series of exercises in the 
fall and winter of 2020-2021, and then field tested at Exercise 
Maple Resolve in May. The second trial is now underway with 
2 CMBG as the brigade begins its build phase under the Army’s 
Managed Readiness Plan.

“We wanted to see what could be done with the current 
resources we have, and then understand the ripple effects,” 
CCSB commander Colonel Frédéric Pruneau told Canadian 
Army Today in a recent interview.

CCSB was formed in 2018, an amalgamation of highly 
specialized but dislocated capabilities across the Army. The 
Canadian Army Intelligence Regiment, 4th Artillery Regiment 
(General Support), 4 Engineer Support Regiment, 21 Electronic 
Warfare Regiment, and Influence Activities Task Force were 
gathered under one command to “facilitate their stewardship” 
and ensure they could operate with “one unified intention,”  
said Pruneau. 

But the brigade is still finding its true footing. In previous 

CCSB IS ROAD-TESTING A  
NEW COMMAND STRUCTURE  
FOR INTEGRATING ENABLERS 
INTO A MANOEUVRE BRIGADE

By Chris Thatcher

COMBAT SUPPORT  
EXPERIMENT
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exercises and on operations, integration with a combat manoeuvre 
formation was at times a convoluted process, replete with 
duplication. Each unit came with its own command team and 
coordination centre, and the manoeuvre brigade headquarters staff 
had to coordinate with each one to generate a particular effect.

The experimentation with a single Combat Support Group (CSG) 
command team and coordination centre has begun to dismantle 
those silos. 

“Instead of four or five different information channels pushed to 
a CMBG commander, you now have one combined channel, which 
brings better analysis, better understanding of the battlespace, and 
better integration into the plans of the manoeuvre brigade,” Pruneau 
explained. “Instead of asking for a UAS (unmanned aircraft system), 
the commander now asks a team of experts, that deeply understands 
these capabilities, how to leverage them for a specific effect he 
needs to achieve.” 

For the first CSG trial, the command team comprised members of 
21 EW Regiment; a team from 4th Artillery Regiment is leading the 
CSG for the second phase.

The change in command structure was immediately noticeable 
and provided a more “holistic effect,” said Lieutenant-Colonel 
Wade Rutland, commander of 1 CBMG. Instead of plugging in and 
managing the contributions of individual units, the brigade was able 
to “push one button” during Ex. Unified Resolve in February. 

“Now I can turn to one CO and say, ‘Hey, how are you going to 
generate these effects?’ And he or she will go off and plan them, 
bring them back, and put them into effect.”

UNITY OF COMMAND
As much as the CSG experiment is an effort to better integrate with 

a manoeuvre brigade, it’s also an assessment of how CCSB units can 
work together the most effectively. Many of their capabilities such 
as UAS and all-source intelligence were developed for the mission in 
Afghanistan to bridge gaps in theatre. The Army recognized “those 
capabilities will be required in a future fight and that fight will require 
those capabilities to work in synergy,” Pruneau noted, but collective 
training opportunities have been limited over the past two years. 

Among the lessons observed during the first experiment with 1 
CMBG was the value of a single point of analysis and planning. “The 
unity of command was definitely the main thing we gained,” he said. 
Where the manoeuvre brigade previously conducted its ISTAR planning 
with a small team, “now I am bringing a myriad of experts to contribute 
to the ISTAR plan. I would argue, should this experiment go further, 
that ISTAR could become a function that CCSB provides to the brigade 
commander, instead of something he needs to think about within his 
own staff.” A CSG commander could serve as an advisor on all ISR 
activities, he suggested, providing “even more precise (information) 
than what the ISTAR plan does now.”

That initial trial also demonstrated a notable improvement in 
targeting, “reducing the sensor to shooter time that it takes to bring 
rounds down range,” said Pruneau, an infantry officer with the Royal 
22e Regiment, with experience commanding a light infantry battalion. 
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A Medium Range Radar deployed on Ex. Maple Resolve 2021.  
Photo: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos

Members of 4 Engineer Support Regiment set up onion bladders for a Reverse  
Osmosis Water Purification Unit in Iqaluit. Photo: MCpl Jax Kennedy

MCpl Hellen Liu and Cpl Keegan Marr hold a safety line as Cpl Steven Cloutier 
measures the depth and current of the Sylvia Grinnell River in Iqaluit.  
Photo: MCpl Jax Kennedy



As part of the second trial with 2 CMBG, a reconnaissance 
squadron will be detached to the CSG commander as “an additional 
capability for the sense function, leading to a better ISTAR plan.” It 
might not become a longer-term solution, “but it is worth trying to 
see how easily we can integrate other capabilities within the CSG 
construct,” he said.

If the first experiment required some negotiation with 1 CMBG 
to adjust to the new command architecture, the second has been 
smoother from the outset. A briefing to Colonel Eric Landry and 
the command team of 2 CMBG was “well received” and the CCSB 
headquarters is now keen to see the pace of integration increase 
along with the intensity of the training exercise, Pruneau said. 

Still, he’s closely monitoring the ripple effects, among them the 
ability to reconstitute “when we send a big group like this from the 
brigade.” While CCSB is only a few years old and still growing as a 
formation – and could be further expanded as a result of Force 2025, 
the Army’s force structure review – there are limits to the number of 
systems and soldiers each unit can generate at present if tasked to 
plug in to multiple operations. 

“That’s a problem we need to fix,” he said. “To know how many 
people we need for each system, we need to know what we want to 
do with the capability. Do we want to be able to provide one CSG to 
each of the manoeuvre brigades when they are ramping up to high 
readiness? In theory you only need one CSG to do that. But once on 
high readiness, the aim is also to have something for the government 
to employ.”

One of the objectives of the experiment will be to answer how 
many medium range radars, small UAS and other systems are 
required to “provide meaningful capability to each brigade,” and 
to understand “where the current gaps are that prevent units from 
operating to the fullest of their capability,” even as CCSB could 
potentially absorb additional capabilities such as ground-based air 
defence (GBAD), amalgamated counter-explosive threat capabilities 
and/or CBRNE (chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and 
explosive) capacity. 

Pruneau previously served as the director of capability integration 
in Ottawa and admitted that a knowledge of force development 
and alignment of equipment projects will be key to the evolution of 
CCSB under his watch. Allies, too, are experimenting with how best 
to integrate emerging technology into fighting units, so there will be 
no shortage of additional lessons to observe as CCSB develops the 
battle task standards for a CSG and a future concept of operations.

If the units of CCSB were once referred to as the X-Men of the 
Army for their unusual capabilities, Pruneau now stresses their 
expertise. “It’s not about having superpowers; it’s about being 
professional and expert at what you do. As leaders who have been 
raised in the manoeuvre force, we bring an understanding, and single 
point of command, for how these integrated capabilities can be 
employed within the brigade.”

Superpowers or not, “our capabilities are cool,” he added. “And 
there is a lot of wind in the sail” of this experiment as CCSB builds to 
a culmination event at Ex. Maple Resolve next May. n
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The CU172 Blackjack prior to a night flight. Photo: 4th Artillery Regiment (GS)

MCpl Hellen Liu (right), a water, fuels and environmental technician, discusses the 
Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit operations site with Sgt Matt Dimma (left),  
a combat engineer, and other members of 4 Engineer Support Regiment.  
Photo: MCpl Jax Kennedy

Cpl Jesse King, a combat engineer, assembles a plated intake hose for Reverse 
Osmosis Water Purification Unit operations. Photo: MCpl Jax Kennedy



When Exercise Soaring Goose launched from 
the Blissville airstrip in the Gagetown range 

on July 20, it marked the first training event for 
129 Battery as a dedicated small unmanned 
aircraft systems (SUAS) unit.

Since the CU172 Blackjack was acquired in 
2017, 4th Artillery Regiment (General Support) 
has been steadily improving their training 
standards and tactics, techniques and procedures 

(TTP) for the intelligence, surveillance, target 
acquisition and reconnaissance (ISTAR) platform, 
in preparation for eventual deployments. But the 
Blackjack was always among several capabilities 
in a general support Battery that included an 
airspace coordination centre and a medium range 
radar troop.  

Following the regiment’s restructuring this spring 
to align itself as a capability-based organization, 
129 Battery is now the sole operator of persistent 
ISR drone capabilities for the Army. Soaring Goose 
was the first opportunity to train as a concentrated 
SUAS sub-unit. 

The three-week exercise confirmed newly 
developed site survey TTPs, a reconnaissance 
activity requiring operators to inspect terrain 
for safe launch and recovery positioning of the 
Blackjack to ensure rapid and continuous support 
to friendly forces. It also provided operators and 
maintainers an opportunity to work with contractors 
from Insitu, the aircraft manufacturer, as they refine 
their procedures. 

“It was a great bonding experience for the 

entire team,” said Major Timothy Degaust, 
commanding officer of 129 Battery. “We flew 
close to 20 missions … and it was the first time 
that, thanks to support from the Royal Regiment 
of Canadian Artillery School (RCAS), we were 
able to shoot live calls-for-fire with the system. 
They had the Howitzers sighted in and then we 
functioned as the observers for a series of  
fire missions.” 

Though 129 Battery is the operator of the 
SUAS, the RCAS is the functional centre of 
excellence for many ISTAR capabilities, including 
remotely piloted aircraft. 

Soaring Goose also served as the culmination 
exercise for six students on the SUAS Detachment 
Commander course. In a scenario drawn from 
the Decisive Action Training Environment, the 
CU172 Blackjack was employed as a high-level 
surveillance asset, with specific tasks to support 
allied and Atropian forces battling an aggressor 
nation, Ariana. The prospective commanders were 
trained and assessed on their ability to conduct 
the site surveys and other flight operations.`

BATTERY OPERATED
Following a change in 
structure, 129 Battery 
is now the Army’s sole 
provider of persistent 
ISR drone capabilities

By Canadian Army Today Staff
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Members of the 4th Artillery Regiment (General Support) launch the CU172 Blackjack. Photo: Cpl Genevieve Lapointe



ALMOST AIRWORTHY
While the exercise and other training events 

are helping to build unit capacity and readiness, 
the SUAS must first be declared IOC (initial 
operational capability) before it can be deployed on 
expeditionary operations. The 4th Artillery Regiment 
had expected to reach that milestone more than 
a year ago, but the complexity of the system and 
travel restrictions created by the global pandemic 
have delayed that achievement.

“We have trained enough operators and 
detachment commanders to support a limited 
capability at this point, but it takes a long time to 
build the expertise to be proficient with a system as 
complex as this,” said Degaust, an artillery officer 
and former gunnery instructor with the RCAS who 
was posted to 4th Artillery Regiment in 2019 as the 
operations officer. “We are working toward IOC, 
but we are at the point where we have a relatively 
healthy number of qualified and experienced 
individuals to operate the system.”

However, like any Canadian Armed Forces 
organization operating an aircraft, 129 Battery’s 
maintenance team requires airworthiness 
accreditation before it can claim IOC. An audit team 
from the Directorate of Technical Airworthiness 
Engineering Support, an Air Force organization in 
Ottawa, will “conduct an audit during an exercise 
to inspect the manner in which we are doing 
our business in the field,” he explained. “That 
audit process was disrupted by Covid-19, so 
we’re waiting for the right training opportunity to 
complete that.”

That could happen in the coming months or as 
late as Exercise Maple Resolve in May 2022 when 
the regiment’s full ISTAR capabilities are validated 
for operations.

BLACKJACK GROWTH
Flying unmanned aerial systems is old hat 

for the 4th Artillery Regiment, but the CU172 
represents a new operating structure. Army trials 
with UAS have been ongoing since the 1960s, but 
the regiment truly cut its teeth with a small UAS in 
Afghanistan, logging over 30,000 flight hours with 
the Insitu CU165 ScanEagle, a smaller sibling to 
the Blackjack. The aircraft, however, was leased 
rather than bought, and it was supported during 
the six years of operations by a contracted team 
from ING Robotic Aviation, which handled launch, 
recovery and system repair. The CU172 is the first 
SUAS fully owned, operated and maintained by 
the Army. 

“We are familiar with the type of capability, but 

this is the next generation of systems,” Degaust 
emphasized.  

Insitu still provides one maintenance course, 
and a senior aircraft maintenance superintendent 
from the Air Force, Master Warrant Officer Vincent 
Lagace, is embedded with the regiment to guide 
the adoption of air maintenance standards. “It 
is a deliberate process where we try to glean as 
much expertise as possible from the people who 
know the system as we work toward becoming 
completely self-sufficient,” Degaust said.

The Blackjack can operate up to a ceiling of 
6,000 metres at a normal cruise speed of 60 
knots – although Insitu claims to have achieved 
90 – and a flight time that exceeds 18 hours. The 
unclassified communications range is about 100 
kilometres to a ground station, and the standard 
sensor package includes an electro-optical imager, 
a mid-wave infrared imager, a laser rangefinder, 
an infrared marker, and a communications 
relay. Degaust was cautious with sensor system 
specifics, but admitted the “camera is pretty good.” 

A typical SUAS troop includes the commander 
and personnel to operate up to five aircraft, 
two launcher and recovery systems, and one or 
more ground control stations. And the RCAs is 
currently qualifying each year around a half dozen 
detachment commanders and 16 detachment 
members. In anticipation of the demand for 
the ISR platform once the CU172 achieves full 
operating capability, 129 Battery is in the process 
of accepting a second Blackjack system of aircraft, 
catapult launchers and capture systems, ground-
control stations, simulators and other support 
equipment, to be completely delivered by the 

summer of 2022.  
Even though the CU172 has only been flying 

on domestic exercises, “demand is starting to 
intensify,” Degaust admitted. Other units are now 
requesting SUAS support as part of their training 
plan, which in turn is helping 129 Battery learn 
how to best integrate the capability. In mid-October, 
the battery deployed with the 2nd Battalion, Royal 
Canadian Regiment, for Exercise Intrepid Bear in 
the Gagetown training area. “It’s a great training 
opportunity for us to learn how to support a smaller 
tactical entity and, more importantly, a local unit 
with whom we have close ties. In the past we 
have almost exclusively provided support directly 
to brigades across Canada, so now we’re taking a 
step down into a lower tactical echelon to support 
the battalion commander directly.” 

With a stated purpose of “answering questions” 
that can be posed by multiple commanders at the 
same time, the SUAS battery must be versatile, 
able to integrate with a platoon, a company or 
even a corps, depending on the scale of the 
operation at hand. 

“It’s a capability that can be nested within 
a division, but also bolted on to a battalion 
headquarters as their dedicated drone support for 
ISR,” said Degaust. And members are recognizing 
the importance of the specialized capability, he 
added. “That gives people a true purpose. You can 
see that identity and pride beginning to build as we 
develop confidence in our abilities.”

Covid-19 may have deflated some of the 
initial momentum under the wings of the CU172 
Blackjack, but it is lifting off once again, he 
confirmed. n
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A Blackjack recovery following flight operations on Ex. Soaring Goose. Photo: 4th Artillery Regiment (GS)



Good-bye, the Caucasus. Hello, Latvia.
This February, when the participants of Exercise Unified Resolve 2022 sit 

down at their computers at the Canadian Army Simulation Centre (CASC) in 
Kingston, Ont., or patch in remotely from whatever frigid field in Petawawa 
the headquarters of 2 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group (2 CMBG) has 
established itself, they will be facing a very different environment and very 
different assumptions as they undertake the six-day annual computer-
assisted exercise.

One key tool used to prepare and build up the brigade for contingency 
operations beginning in July is known as the Decisive Action Training 
Environment (DATE). Developed by the U.S. Army, DATE is a reference 
database for generating training scenarios. Set in four different geographic 
regions, planners can design exercises to help evaluate and validate a unit 
or formation’s ability to meet battle task standards and other requirements 
in realistic conditions. The Unified Resolve series of exercises is just one of 
several in the high-readiness training cycle that uses the DATE-generated 
scenarios to test the brigade and its enabling units in the lead up to the 
culminating validation field exercise, Maple Resolve, in May. 

Since adopting DATE back in 2016, the CASC has used a scenario set in 
the Caucasus region between the Black and Caspian Seas and involving the 
fictitious warring countries of Ariana, Atropia, Donovia and others to construct 

a training story. Based on feedback from training audiences, the CASC 
decided to change things up a little this year to better reflect the concerns 
and interests of the Canadian Armed Force. (As all three of the Army’s 
mechanized brigade groups have been through the Caucasus scenarios at 
least once, a change was due.)

Work on the new version began not long after Ex. Unified Resolve 
concluded in February 2021. (Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the 2021 
version was somewhat truncated, but the 2022 exercise will be back to 
a six-day affair, with the full computerized simulation running around the 
clock.) More than 100 military and civilian experts worked on the update over 
a period of seven weeks. 

A look at the new iteration of DATE tells you a lot about Army strategic 
thinking and what the Land Force may be tasked to do in the future. Two years 
ago, Canadian Army Today spoke to Colonel Jason Adair, 2 CMBG’s commander, 
as the brigade was preparing to assume the high-readiness role. As he saw it, 
Unified Resolve, and the DATE scenario that the brigade was working through, 
wasn’t just to get the headquarters staff ready for deployments with which 
they were already somewhat familiar, such as in Ukraine. “We’re training to 
fight and win the first battle of the next war,” he said. 

The assumption that any Canadian force will be confronting a near-peer 
adversary in any future conflict has been carried over into the updated 

TIRED OF BATTLING ARIANA? THE ARMY HAS A NEW TRAINING SCENARIO
GETS AN UPDATE
DATE

By Ian Coutts
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Two CH-147F Chinook helicopters land during a support mission on Ex. Maple Resolve 2021. Photo: Cpl Connie Valin

Soldiers of the 1st Battalion, Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry, secure a village during Ex. Maple Resolve in May. Photo: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos



scenario, DATE Europe, but much else has changed.
Canadian Army Today recently spoke with Lieutenant-Colonel Lesley 

Kerckhoff of the Canadian Army Manoeuvre Training Centre (CMTC) and 
Lieutenant-Colonel Jon Evans. Evans, a gunner by occupation, led the group 
that developed the structure of DATE Europe that will be employed by CMTC; 
Kerckhoff, an infanteer, will be directing the 2022 iteration of Ex. Unified 
Resolve in the new year. What they said about DATE Europe and Unified Resolve 
suggests plenty about the types of operations the Army could be undertaking.

While the previous version of DATE was derived from the Caucasus region, 
it was “all fiction based,” says Evans, and not geography where the Army will 
likely find itself anytime soon. By contrast, the landscape in DATE Europe is a 
blend of countries, “named and unnamed,” but users “will see that it is built 
upon the enhanced Forward Presence [battle group] that we have in Latvia.” 

That line about the first battle of the next war notwithstanding, Evans 
cautions against reading too much into the locale. “It’s less of a political 
statement and more of an environment where we can look at all the tools we’re 
developing for modern warfare.”

“The terrain is much more enclosed,” Kerckhoff explains. “It’s centered 
on roads, instead of being able to go cross country.” This provides an extra 
degree of complexity which dovetails with another aspect of the new version 
of DATE – depth.

There’s been a move, she says, “away from baseline manoeuvre operations 
and towards more nuance.” When Evans and his writing group met, largely 
virtually, one of their goals was to increase the emphasis on information 
operations and cyber warfare, a necessity highlighted in the Canadian Army 
Modernization Strategy. 

There’s a greater emphasis, too, on what the government’s defence policy, 
Strong, Secure, Engaged, calls “greyzone warfare,” the hazy area that exists 
below the threshold of out and out war. Having this “spectrum of competition” 
makes for scenarios that are much less linear than the previous iteration of DATE. 

“This is a lot of storytelling,” says Evans, “and the space that is dedicated to 
it has grown.”

So, too, has what might be broadly termed the scale of DATE. Among other 
things, this means including different Canadian formations. “The Royal Canadian 
Air Force sees the exercise as an excellent chance to move forward their 
yardsticks on air-land integration,” says Kerckhoff. 

It also means expanded formations. In previous years, the brigade in 
the training box was assumed to be under the control of a division that 
represented the highest formation. “One of the elements that we’ve developed 
further,” says Kerckhoff, “is the higher concept of the corps and the influence 
that could provide to the meat of the story.” This provides a larger role for 
elements of the 1st Canadian Division Headquarters to be involved with the 
exercise more directly. Previously, the division staff played a more peripheral 
role as a higher control. 

The inclusion of a higher formation within a geographic scenario based 
on Eastern Europe recognizes the role of NATO in any future operation. DATE 
Europe also continues and reinforces collaboration with allies. Unified Resolve 
2022 will see elements of a U.S. National Guard Theatre Aviation Brigade and 
members of the British Army’s Household Cavalry Regiment “coming again to 
provide a reconnaissance unit for higher control,” says Kerckhoff. “We’re excited 
to see how they appreciate the work we’ve done.” n
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The Exercise Control operations centre, pictured during Ex. Maple Resolve in May 2021, will be working with the DATE Europe scenario in 2022. Photo: MS Dan Bard



As exercises go, Royal Rumble is just another 
stepping-stone on the path to validation for the 
1st Battalion, The Royal Canadian Regiment (1 
RCR). But when the battalion and other units of 2 
Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group (2 CMBG) 
and 4th Canadian Division gathered in the training 
area of Canadian Forces Base Petawawa, Ont., in 
mid November, it marked the first opportunity to 
integrate with the Reserve units that will support 
their eventual global deployments. 

Like the rest of 2 CBMG, 1 RCR is in the build 
phase of the Army’s readiness plan, a year-long 
training process that will culminate at Exercise 

Maple Resolve in May 2022 and confirm the 
battalion and the entire brigade and enabling units 
ready to respond to contingencies at home and 
abroad.   

“Royal Rumble is a unit level exercise that 
affords us the opportunity to have a large degree 
of integration,” said Lieutenant-Colonel John 
Summerfield, 1 RCR’s commanding officer, in an 
interview prior to the exercise.

After a 12-month period in which members 
of the battalion were on operations in Latvia, 
Ukraine, Kuwait and elsewhere under the Army’s 
committed phase, much of the focus has been 

on reconstituting capabilities and conducting 
individual and unit-specific training at the platoon 
and company level.

A progressive build of training events within 
2 CMBG now means “we are at the point where 
we really start to add on layers of complexity with 
regards to integration, both within the brigade itself 
and then from external [units],” he said.

Within the brigade, Royal Rumble included 
participation from 2nd Regiment, Royal Canadian 
Horse Artillery, 2 Combat Engineer Regiment, 2 
Service Battalion, 2 Field Ambulance and the Royal 
Canadian Dragoons, which also provided aerial 

A Royal
Rumble

By Canadian Army Today staff

In the build to Maple Resolve, a 1 RCR exercise marks  
the first integration of enablers and Reserve 
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Members of the 1st Battalion, The Royal Canadian Regiment, conduct dismounts and section attacks in advance of Ex. Royal Rumble at CFB Petawawa. Photo: Cpl Melissa Gloude



reconnaissance with the CU173 Raven B mini 
remotely piloted aircraft.

Among the external participants, members of at 
least 10 affiliated Reserve units combined to form 
a dismounted company to work within the 1 RCR 
battle group over the final weekend of the exercise. 
“They are given tactical tasks in conjunction 
with our own offensive and defensive tasks that 
augment and really play to their expertise within a 
mechanized force,” said Summerfield.

The exercise was conducted under a revised 
scenario drawn from the Decisive Action Training 
Environment (DATE), the Canadian Army Simulation 
Centre’s exercise building tool. Where previous 
exercises over the past three years have involved 
a fictitious conflict in a region resembling the 
Caucuses, the new version of DATE is based 

in eastern Europe and draws extensively from 
experiences of the enhanced Forward Presence 
battle group in Latvia, an operation familiar to many 
in the battalion. 

The near-peer conflict scenario will provide the 
backdrop for all other exercises during the build 
phase over the next nine months, including the 
Unified Resolve series and Maple Resolve. 

Employing three companies, 1 RCR’s objectives 
in Royal Rumble were to focus not only on 
offensive and defensive operations, but also on the 
integration of enablers such as artillery, engineers 
and unmanned aerial reconnaissance. Summerfield 
also wanted to challenge resupply at the unit and 
inter-unit level and test the battalion’s command 
and control abilities. 

“Layered on all of that is the complexity of the 

Reserve integration, where we are working with 
a company that is non-mechanized,” he said. “It’s 
a good challenge for us to try to integrate and to 
synchronize all of these different activities. And it’s 
a challenge for our battalion command and control 
throughout the exercise.”

In an address to the Kingston Conference on 
International Security in late October, General 
Wayne Eyre, Acting Chief of the Defence Staff and 
formerly the commander of the Army, noted the 
“far-reaching effects” of the Covid-19 pandemic on 
the military’s strength and readiness, including the 
impact on training. 

“Through it all we have demonstrated, 
emphatically, that it is possible to train 
responsibly and effectively despite the challenges 
posed by Covid-19,” he said. “However, there 
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1 RCR members were recently deployed in Latvia, Ukraine and elsewhere. Above, Carl Gustaf rocket launcher training and (below, right) the CU-179 Raven-B miniature unmanned 
aerial system in Latvia (Photos: MCpl Stuart MacNeil), and (below, left) C8 Carbine live fire range training in Ukraine (Photo: Cpl Melissa Gloude).



is no denying the unfortunate truth: a training 
backlog still exists.”

Like much of the Army in 2020, 1 RCR saw 
its individual and collective exercises curtailed, 
and even paused, but the pandemic impact has 
not been as significant in the battalion as in 
other units, Summerfield said. “We do not have a 
backlog of soldiers [waiting for training]. We are 
where we should be for soldiers. The challenges 
we have within the unit are synchronizing 
individual training and collective training and how 
we can accomplish both.”

To have a LAV 6.0 in a collective exercise, the 
driver, gunner and crew commander all require 
the necessary individual and crew qualifications, 
he noted. “For us it is synchronizing our individual 
courses with our collective training mandate to be 

able to achieve the Army’s desired output, which is 
the 1st Battalion being ready in the summer of 2022 
for any contingency operations.”

In the fall of 2020 and the winter and spring 
of 2021, many collective exercises were scaled 
back to respect provincial health protocols and 
guidelines. That wasn’t the case for Royal Rumble. 
“We are still exercising with three companies,” 
said Summerfield. “In fact, this is a larger 
exercise then we are typically able to do because 
of the work we have been doing to build our 
relationships with our Army Reserve partners.”

The transition from conducting committed 
operations in Eastern Europe and the Middle East 
over the past 12 months, to building back up to 
deployment in 2022 doesn’t allow much time 
for rest and reconstitution. But 1 RCR personnel 

recently home from those operations “have come 
back with a plethora of experience that can be 
shared with those that did not deploy,” he said. 

“We have people with a lot of operational 
experience, and some who were devoted the 
previous year to more of a capacity building 
role, which means we have to refocus their 
efforts toward more of a conventional training 
environment … while [still managing] their 
personal tempo, their family tempo, and their 
reintegration into the unit itself, changing jobs  
and learning new skills.”

That will remain a constant challenge. Within 
days of Exercise Royal Rumble concluding, 1 RCR 
expects to receive orders to embark on Exercise 
Unified Resolve. n
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Members of 1 RCR (above and below) conduct training on Ex. Royal Fury in October prior to beginning Ex. Royal Rumble. Photos: Cpl Melissa Gloude



The Canadian-led battle group in Latvia has 
adapted NATO, Canadian and allied doctrine  
to evolve its standard operating procedures. 
Exercise Silver Arrow confirmed that and more.

The Canadian-led NATO enhanced 
Forward Presence (eFP) Battle Group 
Latvia completed an evaluation of its 
capabilities as a “force package” to 
meet NATO standards during Exercise 
Silver Arrow in September.

The multinational exercise 
involved almost 3,000 troops and 
200 vehicles from 12 NATO allies 
and was designed to test the 
battle group’s ability “to plan and 
conduct operations with the Latvian 
Mechanized Infantry Brigade” and 
enhance their readiness, said its 
commander, Lieutenant-Colonel 
John Benson. 

Silver Arrow was part of a much 
larger annual Latvian National Armed 
Forces (NAF) exercise, Namejs, 
intended to test and train collective 
readiness to defend the country. 
Involving 9,300 participants, the 
exercise from Aug. 30 to Oct. 3 
began with the activation of NAF 

and allied troops, home guards, 
reservists, representatives of 
the defence ministry, as well as 
personnel of the State Police, State 
Border Guard, State Fire and Rescue 
Service, the Prison Administration, 
and private businesses to bolster 
the comprehensive national defence 
system. 

“Ex Silver Arrow is a segment of Ex 
Namejs. It is a brigade level exercise 
in which we demonstrate the Latvian 
military’s ability to not only work 
internally within a multinational level, 
but also to be interoperable with the 
entire brigade,” explained Benson, 
a Royal 22e Régiment officer with 
several deployments to Afghanistan, 
Iraq and domestic operations, who 
assumed command of the Battle 
Group on July 15.

Benson leads a robust contingent 
of around 1,000 troops from Albania, 
Canada, Czech Republic, Italy, 

By Major (Ret’d) Tim Dunne 

COMBAT READY
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Latvian Mechanized Infantry Brigade soldiers conduct defensive actions during Ex. Silver Arrow. Photo: Sgto 1 Alfonso Cortés Pinilla
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Montenegro, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia and Spain that is an integral unit to the 
Latvian military. The Battle Group is one of four multinational combat-ready 
NATO formations that stood up in 2017 in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland 
(the United Kingdom, Germany and the United States lead the other three). 
The Battle Groups form part of the biggest reinforcement of NATO‘s collective 
defence in a generation, and their presence makes clear that an attack on one 
ally will be considered an attack on the whole Alliance.

The Canadian component of about 540 personnel serve for six-month 
assignments to staff a headquarters element, a mechanized infantry 
company, and combat service support based at camp Adaži. Approximately 
25 military families fulfill assignments in Riga, the capital city, of two to four 
years as part of the Task Force Latvia headquarters. Canada also contributes 
vehicles and equipment.

“Here in Latvia, we have really brought the Battle Group to a multinational 
perspective that has never been seen in NATO,” said Benson. “There is not a 
lead nation per se. Canada provides that framework nation concept, but I don't 
have a battle group that is based on a Canadian battalion. I have a genuinely 
multinational battle group.”

Exercise Silver Arrow was based on a scenario involving an incursion into 
Latvia by an adversarial force. The Latvian mechanized infantry brigade, 
including the Battle Group, was in a defensive posture able to defend Latvian 
territory. The active phase took place not only in the Adaži Training Area and 
regional training grounds, but also in the capital and nearby municipalities. In 
fact, local populations were advised that movements of military equipment 
were possible anywhere in Latvia during the exercise. 

“There are years in which some of the NATO level exercises are directly 
integrated into Silver Arrow, but this year was a truly Latvian-led, mechanized 
infantry brigade exercise,” said Benson. “The entire brigade deployed, close to 
3,000 Latvian and NATO troops.”

Silver Arrow also integrated Joint Terminal Attack Controllers from Canada, 
Italy, Latvia, Slovenia and Spain for air-to-ground training at camp Adaži. Two 
Royal Canadian Air Force CF-188 fighter aircraft conducted close air support 
missions within the exercise’s training envelope. 

The eFP concept is a product of NATO’s 2016 Warsaw Summit, which 
established NATO’s forward presence in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland. 
The Battle Groups reflect the geographic and host nation requirements and 
overall military effectiveness. 

“Within the eFP, everyone works slightly differently,” Benson noted. “The 
level of integration into the host nation defence structure will be slightly 
different within each of the Baltic countries and Poland, with each framework 
nation responsible for the force generation of a battle group.

“In Latvia, we find ourselves with nine consistent and stable contributing 
countries that provide a very similar force package for every rotation. This 
consistency has allowed us to fully integrate with the Latvian brigade itself. 
At the end of the day, I report almost everything I do to the Latvian brigade 
commander.”

To use a Canadian term, Silver Arrow was an integrated capstone exercise, 
designed and developed to meet NATO’s operating requirements. The battle 
group went through a combat readiness evaluation to confirm that they have 
the capability and the resources to achieve specific effects. 

“As much as possible, we try to do everything within NATO doctrine,” 
Benson explained. “There is a challenge in that NATO doctrine, just like NATO 
interoperability, is focused on largely the division and corps levels, with some 
minor elements at the brigade level. But NATO interoperability was never 
intended for the unit level, and definitely not at the platoon and section levels. 

Two Canadian soldiers prepare to fire the 84mm Carl-Gustaf recoilless  
rifle on Ex. Silver Arrow. Photo: Sgto 1 Alfonso Cortés Pinilla

A private with the Royal 22e Regiment on Ex. Silver Arrow.  
Photo: Sgto 1 Alfonso Cortés Pinilla
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A Polish PT-91 Twardy tank participates in a firepower demonstration during Ex. Silver Arrow. Photo: Sgto 1 Alfonso Cortés Pinilla

An Italian Ariete tank during Ex. Silver Arrow. Photo: Sgto 1 Alfonso Cortés Pinilla
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“Doctrinally, the battle group has an evolving standard operating 
procedure (SOP) where we take elements of NATO doctrine, and then we 
adjust them and bring them down to the proper tactical level, which really 
incorporates not only Canadian doctrine, but also Spanish, Italian and Latvian 
doctrine into how we function.” 

The battle group has benefitted from four years of learning, adjusting and 
testing its SOPs, he added. “[It’s] not some package that kind of appears 
every six months. It is a consistent package that we've been working 
through, validated through exercises and analysis, and adapted to meet 
operational requirements. 

“This affects the way we function as a battle group. Every one of our 
rotations goes through standard training phases, where we, at first, make sure 
that everyone is on the same page, understands those SOPs, and can apply 
them. We have a consistency and a stability in what each nation contributes 
that makes it much less difficult.”

Although Silver Arrow was a demonstration of the battle group’s ability to 
work together, “we're not here for a series of exercises,” Benson insisted. 
“We're here with a clear mission from NATO and from Latvia to deter and, 
if necessary, defend Latvian territory and its people from any adversary. 
These exercises enhance our interoperability and our capabilities and, more 
importantly, are a clear and transparent demonstration of our ability to deter 
and, if necessary, defend. That's really what we're doing.”

Concurrently with Exercise Namejs, and near the Latvian border on the 
Western Military District and Belarus, Russia conducted its quadrennial Joint 
Strategic Exercise Zapad 2021, a large military training exercise. According to 
the Sept. 23 edition of the Moscow Times, Zapad “serve[s] important signaling 

functions as a prominent display of military capabilities and the willingness 
to employ it. …There is also a growing military diplomacy component to the 
exercises, with foreign forces participating in joint training events as part of a 
coalition. Zapad-2021 featured largely the same scenario, a coalition of NATO 
states intervening in Belarus to conduct regime change and wrest a part of the 
country away. It is a meeting engagement between Russian forces in Belarus 
and a NATO coalition, which expands into a regional war, with strikes against 
Belarus and the Russian homeland.” 

Part of the eFP mandate is “to maintain situational awareness of everything 
around us,” Benson said. “We follow what's happening with Exercise 
Zapad-21, as well as other movements along the borders.”

For Canada, Silver Arrow is an opportunity, at a strategic level, “to 
demonstrate leadership within the NATO mission with an activity that is 
important. We need to demonstrate Canadian military leadership, hitting 
above our weight at a strategic level, at the tactical and institutional level,” 
he emphasized. 

“This is the largest Canadian deployment at this time, and is an outstanding 
opportunity for Canadian Army elements to continue to train and develop in 
terms of our doctrine, but also in terms of just our effectiveness in warfighting 
skills, our capabilities as a battle group, and to improve our skills with a 
defensive focus.” n

Major (Ret’d) Tim Dunne is a former public affairs officer with 37 years service, including 
with the UN Emergency Force in the Middle East, and with several peacekeeping 
missions in the Former Yugoslavia. He was NATO’s Chief of Media at the southern 
European headquarters in Naples, Italy, from 2000 to 2004.

A Latvian Mechanized Infantry Brigade soldier operates an anti-tank missile launcher during Ex. Silver Arrow. Photo: Sgto 1 Alfonso Cortés Pinilla
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HOW DID YOU GET THAT SHOT?

If you are a Canadian Armed Forces photography specialist or just an avid photographer, 
we want to showcase your work. Send us your best training, operations or other Army 
event photo, with a brief description of how you captured the shot, and your photo could 
be featured in an issue of Canadian Army Today. 

 
Please send photos to: editor@canadianarmytoday.com
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Maj Edward Jun from the 3rd Battalion, The Royal Canadian Regiment, M Company with American and Polish 
commanders during a multinational fire power demonstration with the Polish 6th Airborne Brigade and American  
173rd Airborne Brigade as part of Op Reassurance in 2014. Photo: Cpl Mark Schombs



Leadership, in all forms, is the most critical 
capability of any military force. As members 

of the Canadian Army, we have the privilege of 
leading others in a variety of environments, from 
simple garrison duties that test the mundane 
administration of our forces to international or 
domestic operations, which allow us to execute 
national objectives in war fighting, security or 
humanitarian assistance. Regardless of the 
position, the Army offers a plethora of tangible 
leadership opportunities in which personnel of all 
ranks and experience can excel. 

Although these examples are straightforward 
in the application of leadership, there are 
other positions that demonstrate less obvious 
opportunities. Leadership as a liaison officer is one 
of those unique positions. 

Given Canada’s reliance on and integration 
with our allies, the continuity of effort in military 
partnerships with the Five Eyes and NATO 
communities are particularly important. Liaison 
officers are placed in key locations across our 
allied network as lone representatives to influence 
the outcomes of Canadian objectives. This network 
of officers helps to achieve national efforts in joint 
operations, training or capability development. 
Although the application of leadership is far less 
tangible than conducting a company attack on an 
overseas objective, liaison officers lead Canadian 
functional objectives supporting common allied 
goals. 

Through the benefit of historical relationships 
and integration with our partners, the provision 
of clear national objectives in our current 
priorities, and the development of enduring 
reciprocal engagements into the future, Canada 
can demonstrate an essential capability through 
partnerships. Critical to national success, effective 
liaison provides immeasurable leadership value to 
long-term military collaboration.

EYES AND EARS
The leadership of military liaison officers was 

a critical function during the Second World War. 
Although their roles were quite different during an 
active campaign, the presence of liaison officers 
helped legitimize the function. Considering the 
complexities of moving large forces against 
Germany in Western Europe, Field-Marshall 
Bernard Montgomery, Land Force Commander 
of Allied Forces in Western Europe on D-Day, 
created forward liaison officer positions in each of 
his Armies. Tasked with reporting near real-time 
activities, these officers acted as key information 
nodes to planners and commanders, extending 
Montgomery’s “eyes and ears” into the battlefield.

The British, American, Canadian, French, and 
Polish Armies all had liaison officers in their 
Corps Headquarters throughout the campaign in 
Western Europe. This ensured that Montgomery 
was immediately informed of both successes 
and failures in order to allocate resources and 
manpower accordingly. Hand-picked, decorated 
officers provided an essential function that enabled 
success in the allied advance.

Establishing enormous trust with their 
commanders, Montgomery’s liaison officers were 
recognized for their leadership at the highest 
levels, their achievements reaching Prime Minister 
Winston Churchill. For these men in a time of war, 
the liaison function was critically important for the 
overall advance of Allied Forces in Europe. Their 
capabilities were a proven asset which enabled the 
21st Army Group and they represent an excellent 
example of leadership in the position of liaison.

Another important historical example is the 

As part of its modernization strategy the Army 
will realign exchange and liaison officers to meet 
its engagement priorities. Here are five principles 
for leadership as an Army liaison officer.

BEHIND FRIENDLY LINES

By Major Bradley E. Benns 
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Field-Marshal Bernard Montgomery’s Liaison Officers,  
Belgium, 13 June 1945.



appointment of Field-Marshall Sir John Dill as the 
senior British military representative to the United 
States in late 1941. Dill had an incredible impact 
on the policies and relations between British 
and American leadership throughout the war. He 
established himself in a diplomatic role where 
he sought to overcome minor differences and 
lead both nations to pursue larger objectives in 
international policy. His focus was to understand 
the Americans, to lead with the best approach 
for gaining wartime resources and agreeing on 
military strategy with Great Britain. He took the 
time to know his allies and is credited with the 
ability to break down issues and achieve results 
for both countries.

CRITICAL LINKS
Given the importance of long-term, reciprocal 

relationships with our partners, we continue to 
foster personal and professional connections 
abroad. Providing opportunities for liaison officers 
with foreign militaries has helped to develop 
relationships, explore capabilities, and most of 
all, create a common understanding for future 
engagements. As a Canadian representative to 
the United States Army Intelligence and Security 
Command (INSCOM) in Fort Belvoir, Va., I am 
charged with establishing critical links to enable 
Canada’s intelligence community. 

Hosting the gamut of U.S. Army Intelligence 
capabilities, INSCOM is an essential partner in 
realizing our national objectives. Whilst Canadians 
seek to contribute to U.S. efforts in training, 
operations, and capability development, we 
learn from these partnerships daily. Leading this 
relationship is an incredible undertaking I am 
humbled to be a part of. The potential of the position 
is enormous, and its practical applications promote 
significant opportunities for Canadian intelligence. 

This role truly represents the ability to influence 
with direct and indirect leadership, serving to 
enhance our collective intelligence environment. 
Shared desires in both nations which are focused 
on internal changes in structures, functions, and 
capabilities provide an excellent opportunity for 
renewed commitment to liaison tasks. 

The Canadian Army Modernization Strategy 
provides a litany of potential projects. Using 
this keystone document to direct liaison efforts 
generates focused and fulsome engagements on 
a variety of operational and functional tasks. As 
U.S. Forces also seek to modernize technology, 
equipment, and capabilities, our efforts are 
linked to a common goal in national security and 
international peace. Canada employs dozens of 
junior and senior officers throughout the Five 
Eyes and NATO communities to ensure that 
priority efforts in all functional areas are well led, 
integrated, and implemented with partners. The 
mutual focus on modernization adds significant 
relevance to our efforts and liaison is vital to ensure 
a common way forward.

Leading Canadian efforts with INSCOM has far 
wider implications than just within the Canadian 
Intelligence Corps. U.S. Army intelligence 
capabilities span the breadth of the Canadian 
Armed Forces (CAF), with touch points across the 
Joint Forces space in Canadian Forces Intelligence 
Command (CFINTCOM), Canadian Joint Operations 
Command, and Special Operations Forces 
Command. All levels of Canadian capabilities 
and environments are influenced by the scope of 
INSCOM. Although our relationship is Army centric, 
it is essential that the wider CAF audience support 
our efforts to synchronize critical capabilities 
with our partners. With increased importance 
placed on the results of Canada’s internal Defence 
Intelligence Enterprise Renewal reports, our 
relationship is even more valuable.

FIGHTING WITH ALLIES
The future of liaison officers helping to lead 

national efforts will only increase in scope and 
importance.

Canada will need to ensure its political and 
military relationships endure, as they have for 
generations, fostering physical and economic 
security. Although there is a current trend to 
criticize individual and national differences 
throughout society, a focus on shared goals 
and outcomes remains the priority of military 
leadership.

Despite many differences, Prime Minister 
Winston Churchill stated, “there is only one 
thing worse than fighting with allies, and that is 
fighting without them.” Churchill understood that 
relationships can weather differences and that 
challenges will always exist. The creation of NATO 
in 1949 was founded upon a collection of aims 
from partner nations. Although member countries 
were not wholly united in their reasons for joining 
the organization, it nonetheless resulted in an 
appropriate framework to deliver the most positive 
collective results despite a variation in national 
objectives.

The critical factor in alliances is to consider 
long-term, attainable goals. Leadership in liaison 
is not about making friends at the cost of national 
aims; it is about creating the avenues of approach 
where divergent opinions can result in a unity of 
effort. Even the most powerful country in history 
needs partners. When former U.S. Secretary of 
Defense, General James Mattis, suggested that 
history demonstrates “nations with allies thrive, 
and those without them die,” he was speaking from 
a position of strength in unity, not of dependency on 
partners. Leading in liaison is a small, but important 
piece of our national effort in the global framework
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The author at the United States Army Intelligence and Security Command (INSCOM) in March 2020.



FIVE LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES
From my personal experiences in working with 

partner nations, I offer the following five principles 
for leadership in liaison aimed at improving focus, 
communication, and outcomes of our collective 
efforts. Although only a short list of considerations, 
these principles will help provide context to the 
challenges in liaison.

Understand Your Ally: Understanding one’s 
allies can be just as important as understanding 
your adversary. We spend significant time and 
resources dissecting enemy strengths, weaknesses 
and capabilities, but tend to take our allies for 
granted. Despite our shared history, our close 
geography, or our cultural linkages, to assume that 
we will approach problems in the same manner 
is an error. A common history does not mean a 
common future. Understanding how our allies will 
react to international threats, their expectations of 
partner forces, and domestic political and cultural 
motivations, will serve to create far better synergy 
in partnerships.

Pursue Clear National Objectives: Liaison 
officers must understand their own objectives 
from a national perspective. This should include 
the ability to support Lines of Effort with national 
resources rather than develop new ideas without 
the possibility of moving them forward. The focus 
of any leader’s effort must equal the possibility of 
return on that commitment. Pursuing a personal 
agenda or good idea without a direct link to the 
commander’s intent will serve to destroy personal 
and professional credibility as it will never be 
achieved. Align national objectives with partner 
efforts for success.

Reciprocity is the Currency of Alliances: 
Despite the convenience of the world’s most 
powerful country on our border, mutual security 
and partnership development depends on mutual 

commitments. Organizations such as NATO are 
critical mechanisms to demonstrate national 
commitments with allies. Although Mattis 
discussed the value of allies, he also wrote in depth 
of the lack of commitment made by NATO partners, 
leading to a complete breakdown in the concept 
of shared security. The U.S. undoubtedly has the 
greatest capacity to act in any forum, but Canada 
can offer valuable resources commensurate with 
its smaller force in whatever the circumstances for 
operations, training or capability development. The 
value is achieved through leadership presence and 
consistency of effort.

Do Not Conform, Complement: The 
conformity of ideas in liaison cripples the 
potential that allies bring to bear. Leading 
national objectives within an allied framework 
will not always be achieved by agreeing with 
partner nation ideas or policies. The ability 
to offer something outside the scope of host 
nation thinking may be the most effective way 
to contribute to a task. Mattis wrote that he 
consistently reminded U.S. Forces that some of 
the greatest ideas and methodologies did not 
come from the biggest armies. He encouraged 
members to bring their national identities and 
unique professional perspectives to the mix. That 
is the true value in partnerships. Your differences 
will create the potential to lead activities in a 
new direction.

Institutionalize vs Personalize: The conduct 
of bilateral activities or key initiatives should not 
be dependent on personalities. Although many 
opportunities exist due to personal relationships, 
liaison officers should work to institutionalize 
their successes to ensure continuity of effort. 
Consistency in leading national objectives should 
not be limited to an individual’s posting to that 
partner nation. Significant personal effort can be 

made to initiate critical activities, but true success 
of leading in liaison is achieved when these 
activities endure. 

The many forms of leadership in the military are 
as broad as the spectrum of tasks that we perform. 
Canadian Army officers and non-commissioned 
members enjoy significant opportunities across the 
world to experience leading men and women under 
a variety of circumstances. Leadership in a liaison 
role is easy to overlook. Most tasks associated 
outside of operational scenarios seldom get the 
attention they deserve. 

In serving with INSCOM, however, there are a 
multitude of important tasks that liaison officers 
can perform to highlight the critical nature of 
leadership. By understanding the historical 
importance of the liaison function, the current 
framework and tasks of liaison officers in partner 
nations, and the future potential for realizing our 
national objectives with allies, leadership in liaison 
becomes a critical capability. To ensure we are 
advancing with purpose, Canadian Army liaison 
officers can help lead the way. n

Major Brad Benns is the Canadian Army Liaison Officer 
to U.S. Army INSCOM and previously served as Officer 
Commanding, B Squadron at the Canadian Forces Joint 
Imagery Centre in Ottawa, and as the Operations Officer 
in the Canadian Army Intelligence Regiment in Kingston. 
He deployed to Afghanistan with U.S. Forces as part of 
Task Force Paladin South, Kandahar, as their J2 Fusion 
Chief in 2011.
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Danish and Canadian soldiers on Op Unifier. Photo: JTF Ukraine Canadian, American and British participants on Ex. Unified Resolve 2019.  
Photo: MCpl Owen Budge
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Members of 1 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group prepare to evacuate a simulated 
casualty during Ex. Agile Ram in the Wainwright training area in May 2021.  
Photo: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos



There is ready. And then there’s ready.

Back in May 2021, General Dynamics Land Systems Canada posted a video 
on YouTube featuring its new Armoured Combat Support Vehicle (ACSV). Anyone 
watching their presentation, a glitzy affair with lights and camera angles that 
owed a lot to a rock video or the staging of a Paris runway show, could be 
excused for thinking the vehicle was ready. Wasn’t it?

Well, yes. And no. Yes, the first version of the multi-faceted vehicle, the troop/
cargo vehicle (TCV), rolled off the line at GDLS-Canada’s plant in London, Ont., 
in December 2020. But then, no. GDLS-Canada held onto it to make sure it was 
ready for the next stage. 

That next stage boils down to an acronym: RAMD – Reliability, Availability, 
Maintainability and Durability – a testing process that every vehicle has to go 
through before being, finally, declared ready for delivery to the end user.  

Although it affects them, “this is a testing program that is not visible to the 
soldier,” says Major Mark McNeil, the project director for the ACSV program with 
the Director Land Requirements. McNeil, the operational requirements team 
leader, has shepherded the ACSV project through from beginning to end and is 
often referred to as the program’s “institutional memory.” Those four pillars of 
RAMD let the Army know their new purchase “does exactly what it says on the 
tin.”

Based on the LAV 6.0 – as McNeil puts it, “from the one metre mark down, it’s 
basically the same vehicle” – the ACSV nevertheless is “a unique, challenging 
and complex project. Normally we’re delivering one vehicle; here we are 

Before a new fleet of Armoured Combat 

Support Vehicles enters service,  

they first must pass RAMD testing 

By Ian Coutts

TEST, 
BREAK, 
REPEAT
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delivering eight unique variants.” These will serve as troop/cargo, ambulance, 
command post, engineer, electronic warfare, maintenance recovery, mobile 
repair team, and fitter/cargo vehicles. 

The Army originally expected to begin receiving the new ACSV around 
2025, but in a move unusual in the annals of Canadian military procurement, 
the selection and production were accelerated by nearly four years with the 
release of the 2017 defence policy, which fast-tracked the Army’s need for an 
updated armoured support vehicle to replace aging fleets of Bisons and M113s. 

GDLS-Canada will build 360 vehicles in three separate phases according 
to complexity. The first, and simplest of these differing configurations was the 
TCV, the debutante of the aforementioned YouTube video. The ambulance began 
driving off the assembly line this spring, to be followed by the command post 
in February 2022, the electronic warfare version in 2023, and the remainder in 
2024, finishing with the engineer vehicle. 

Because of their differences, and because the Army is eager to get them 
into the field rather than wait for the last vehicle to complete assembly, each 
group of variants will go through the RAMD process as it becomes available. 
The testing will focus on three parts: the version’s specialist components, the 

general chassis, and the remote weapon system. 
In January 2022, the first examples of the TCV and the ambulance variants 

will arrive at 3rd Canadian Division. Following preliminary inspections, a unit 
of 1 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group (yet to be determined as of writing) 
will take on the task of supporting the RAMD testing in February. The operators 
and maintainers will be given a week to familiarize themselves with the new 
vehicles, a relatively straightforward process given the ACSV’s resemblance to 
the LAV 6.0.

From the point of view of an onlooker, “it’s basically just driving it around.” 
Those are the words of Major Sebastien Massicotte, the RAMD Test Director 
for the project management office at National Defence. Put like that, it doesn’t 
sound like much. But as he explains, you realize that like the word ready, there 
is driving and then there’s driving.

The two variants are going to be put through “battlefield days,” says 
Massicotte, a simulation of the “mission essential functions” the Army expects 
the vehicles to do. In the field, for example, the ambulance might be called on 
to shuttle from the front to a rear field hospital several times a day; the TCV to 
carry a section over long distances. 
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A LAV 6.0 armoured vehicle moves into position during Ex. Maple Resolve in May 2021. Photo: MCpl Rod Doucet



With the TCV, “we’re looking at 450 kilometres a day,” says Massicotte, 
“That’s a lot. Forty percent on primary and secondary roads, sixty percent on 
trails and cross country. A typical day of testing will be 16 hours long, with a 
mix of driving, high idle and engine off time.” 

The goal is to have the vehicles carry out 43 battlefield days, a process 
that will be spread out over three months. The test days will provide the data 
to validate the RAMD requirements, confirming the vehicle is truly ready for 
the Army. Other “mission essential functions” might include heavy use of the 
ambulance’s litter lift to raise and lower stretchers for transporting patients or, 
in the case of the TCV, checking to ensure the rear seats are adjustable and 
fold up properly to allow it to carry cargo.

“Just by driving it around we are going to be breaking stuff,” says 
Massicotte. “That’s normal, that’s what we want to see. Every time something 
breaks, we will document it in a strict format.”

If, for instance, a ball joint breaks or a bracket inside shears off during a 
battlefield day, the test team will try to figure out why it happened. It might be 
normal wear and tear – or it might point to a deeper structural problem. Having 
to repair the vehicles will also allow them to validate the repair procedures 

developed by the contractor. 
Once a month, “we’ll have a scoring conference where each and every 

incident will be scored,” says Massicotte. “That’s how we will figure out what 
components would need a redesign.” If all goes well, “by late 2022, the first 
TCVs and ambulances will be fielded to their units.” The final vessels should be 
through testing in 2025. 

Although the ACSV is based on the LAV 6.0, which has already undergone 
RAMD testing, the variants still require an equally thorough trial. (It’s worth 
noting that vehicles can fail RAMD – the Tactical Armoured Patrol Vehicle (TAPV) 
did and had to undergo another round of testing before it was fielded.)

“It’s not just an update,” says Massicotte. While there are commonalities 
between the LAV 6.0 and the ACSVs, there are differences, too. And although 
what they learn from the first RAMD evaluations will have some relevance to 
the testing of the later variants, the engineer and mobile recovery vehicles, in 
particular, all are very different in terms of their centre of gravity and how they 
ride. “Even though the variants do share a lot [with the LAV 6.0], we want to do 
a thorough check to make sure they meet the standards of the contract. The 
ACSV is going to be around for at least 25 years.” n
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Cpl Oscar Fernandez, a vehicle technician with 1 Battalion, Royal 22e Régiment, drives a Bison Mobile Recovery Vehicle 
as part of Ex. Remorqueur Tactique in October 2021 at CFB Valcartier. Photo: Cpl Hugo Montpetit
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A 
STAR WARS 
EXPERIENCE
Royal Highland Fusiliers test future vision systems in live-fire trials

It isn’t often an infantry soldier gets to help test kit so vital to their 
craft way before it’s available for training or use on the battlefield. A 

program spearheaded by Defence Research Development Canada (DRDC), 
and supported by Canadian Army Reserve soldiers from the Royal Highland 
Fusiliers of Canada (RHFC), looks to buck that trend.

Over a week in September 2021, several members of a DRDC research team 
working on advanced night optics held a series of live-fire ranges at Canadian 
Forces Base Borden, Ont., to support an important future systems program 
for the entire Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) and, by extension, Advancing 
with Purpose: The Canadian Army Modernization Strategy. The strategy aims 
to, in effect, prepare the Army to participate in the evolving missions of the 
second quarter of the 21st century and beyond. It will “recapitalize land combat 
capabilities [including] soldier night vision systems, … investing in a broad 

suite of new, higher technology equipment in a relatively short period of time.”
DRDC plays a critical role in this effort. “The [Army] is moving forward with 

modernization efforts to ensure that soldiers, sailors, and aviators are equipped 
with the tools they need to perform their duties,” said Mike Tombu, a DRDC 
senior defence scientist. “As part of this effort, DRDC is providing science and 
technology support by evaluating future capabilities to identify the ones that 
will result in the greatest improvement in soldier performance.”

One such capability is enhanced night vision for all branches of the CAF. 
“The trial we are working on is the Future Vision Enhancement Systems (FVES) 
field trial,” said Tombu, DRDC project lead for FVES. “The main trial will take 
place in the spring of 2022 at CFB Gagetown, with a secondary trial focused on 
urban operations taking place in the summer of 2022.” 

The project is testing “advanced capabilities for night vision goggles and 

By Lt (N) Andrew McLaughlin
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As part of preliminary testing for Future Vision Enhancement Systems, DRDC conducted a field trial with members of the Royal Highland Fusiliers of Canada in September.  
Photo: Pte Robert Kingerski



laser aiming devices,” he explained. “The activities being conducted are aimed 
at modernizing both night vision and thermal imaging capabilities within the 
larger Surveillance, Target Acquisition, and Observation (STANO) program. The 
end result will see five upgraded STANO capabilities and two new ones.” 

The potential benefits to the average soldier, and the Army writ large, are 
obvious. “In the future these investments will translate into advanced night 
vision equipment that will allow soldiers, sailors and aviators to operate in low-
light conditions more effectively,” he said.

Before core trials can begin, an advanced and complex program like FVES 
needs to flesh out lower-level issues ahead of the later testing stages. “In the 
lead up to the main trial, critical field pilot tests are required,” said Tombu. CFB 
Borden was selected as a practical location, with proximity to DRDC labs in 
Toronto and access to Army soldiers from surrounding Reserve units.

The project required infantry soldiers to act as shooters and handlers 
of advanced systems, which in turn offered a great opportunity for a lucky 
few Reservists. “The RHFC provided direct support to this DRDC research 
project on two separate occasions, the first being in June, and the second in 
September,” said Lieutenant-Colonel Shawn Dumbreck, commanding officer 

of the RHFC, based in the Waterloo Region, a hotbed of the Canadian tech 
sector. “Specifically, members of the RHFC provided a range safety officer, 
general duties personnel, and soldiers who trialed the various weapons, aiming 
devices, and night vision equipment. They also provided the perspective of 
subject matter experts in infantry tactics.”

The experience and perspective of soldiers was a welcomed and important 
piece of the pilot program, according to Tombu. “DRDC and the Canadian Army 
Trials and Evaluation Unit (CATEU) are conducting the trial on behalf of Director 
Land Requirements (DLR) 5 and Director Naval Requirements (DNR) 3,” he 
explained. “4th Canadian Division is providing range support to field activities as 
well as the participants for the trial.” 

The RHFC, a unit based not far from Borden, with experienced soldiers who 
could commit time during the primary training periods – namely in the dark – 
was selected for the project. “The RHFC and 31 Canadian Brigade Group earlier 
provided excellent support to pilot testing at CFB Gagetown over the summer, 
and the later pilot that included laser aiming device field work in September at 
Borden,” he noted.

The soldiers taking part were excited to try out the advanced kit. “This was 
definitely a career highlight for me,” said Master Corporal Eric Kassabian, a 
Section second-in-command with RHFC. “It was very cool to hold and test 
these high-tech systems, and it was even more fun to get to use them in a 
direct, live-fire shoot.” 

The leap in technology can be left to your collective imagination. “It was 
actually kind of like a Star Wars experience,” he said, indicating that the 
capabilities of the new systems definitely provided a “wow factor.”

That soldier-level insight is key to the project and built into the pilot trials. 
“As a scientist, I can design a great experiment, but unless it’s relevant to 
what soldiers are actually required to do, it’s going to be ineffective,” said 
Tombu. “Our partnership with the Army and Army Reserve gives us access to 
subject matter experts who can ensure that the questions we are asking and 
the tasks we are using to assess performance are relevant to the dismounted 
infantry context. This is critical to our ability to provide good advice to our 
military partners.”

For the RHFC soldiers, taking part in this project was a once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity. “As members of the CAF, we are often called upon to work 
with other departments in order to address complex security issues,” said 
Dumbreck. “In this particular case, the opportunity to have members of 
the RHFC directly support important research into future soldier systems 
provided an excellent opportunity for us to see the significant efforts put 
into developing the kit they need, and to address the challenges that future 
conflicts will present.” 

The feeling is mutual, according to Tombu. “As a civilian organization within 
DND, DRDC does not have the ability to conduct large-scale field trials of this 
kind on our own. We rely on the Army to provide range, operations and logistics 
support, soldier participants and subject matter expertise on dismounted 
operations. The RHFC really stepped up to fill this gap.” 

Dumbreck was happy to oblige. “I would imagine that each Fusilier on this 
task appreciated the fact that their individual experiences and expertise was 
consulted during the evaluation process, providing meaningful input that will 
help shape the Canadian Army of the future,” he said. “To me, that is a level of 
contribution to the institution and profession of arms that not every soldier gets 
in their career.” n 

Lt (N) Andrew McLaughlin is a Public Affairs Officer with 31 Canadian Brigade Group.
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Dan Wong of DRDC prepares night optics on a rifle before a live-fire trial in  
the CFB Borden training area in September. Photo: Pte Robert Kingerski
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MCpl Eric Kassabian of the Royal Highland Fusiliers of Canada familiarizes himself with a variety of optics gear. Photo: Pte Robert Kingerski
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Acoustic Hailing Devices (AHD) project intelligible speech out to extended ranges. The 
devices are also capable of transmitting loud tones that can distract or deter personnel 
from approaching positions or vessels. Photo: JIFCO



In mid-April 2021, NATO System Analysis 
Studies-151 (SAS-151) working group 
executed a wargame simulating the use 

of Intermediate Force Capabilities (IFC) using a 
land-based scenario. IFCs offer mission planners 
and operators a class of response between doing 
nothing and using lethal force in a situation that 
would be politically unpalatable. 

While IFCs are conceptually similar to non-
lethal weapons (NLW), they are in fact situated in 
a much wider strategic and doctrinal context. They 
are designed to enable effective escalation/de-
escalation control and to have maximum impact at 
the tactical and operational levels.

This wargame was particularly important 
because it was the second in a series used by SAS-
151 to evaluate and assess IFC effects on mission 
success. The first wargame involved threats to a 
NATO Naval Task Group in a confined and contested 
waterway, and simulated the use of IFCs during 
maritime task group operations. This wargame 
built on the success of the maritime scenario and 
explored if IFCs could facilitate a NATO Task Force 
commander’s ability to counter complex hybrid 
threats in a land-based scenario.

WARGAME SCENARIO
The scenario used for the wargame was set 

up as a NATO Task Force located in a host nation 
responsible for training local security forces. Four 
teams (Red + Purple proxy vs. Blue + Green ally) 
were played in the tactical level game. Red, Purple, 
Blue and Green also played in the strategic level 
game. The considered tactical situation looked at a 
combined Blue (NATO)/Green (host nation) convoy 
operation involved in an ambush in a market by 
clandestine hostile militia forces, and local proxy 

forces involved in inciting riots and creating civil 
disorder to block access to and from a joint Green/
Blue base.

In the scenario, Red and Purple used a wide 
variety of very capable deception and clandestine/
grey zone tactics to impede and disrupt the NATO 
force’s helicopter, base, and convoy operations. 
These capabilities and tactics gave a distinct 
advantage to the militia units, and were used 
together to challenge the decision making of the 
NATO Task Force commander.

The wargame also considered both counter-
personnel (targeting individuals and crowds) and 
counter-materiel (primarily counter-unmanned 
aerial system (c-UAS) and radio frequency vehicle 
stopper) capabilities. It assessed their impact on 
the task force’s ability to achieve tactical objectives 
without compromising operational and strategic 
goals.

GAME EXECUTION
The wargame was initially intended as a tabletop 

exercise. However, because of travel restrictions 
put in place by governments in response to 

Covid-19, it was decided to design and execute 
the game virtually online using a combination of 
Webex for video, and Google Docs and Slides – 
Google Docs for team text chats, Google Slides for 
map and gameplay and to capture player moves 
using speaker notes. Using this virtual setup, the 
wargame was played twice during the April 13-15 
timeframe, and two IFC capability options were 
considered: Option A Baseline (no IFCs) and Option 
B Near Future IFCs (technology expected five years 
in the future).

The first wargame played the Option A Baseline 
with the NATO Task Force not having any IFCs 
except for some legacy NLWs like CS gas (tear gas) 
and FN-303 less-lethal compressed air riot guns. 
Red was given a slight advantage at the start of 
the scenario due to the demonstrated initiative 
and effectiveness of the real-world forces Red was 
modeled on. This generally left NATO forces with 
the options of either doing nothing or escalating to 
the use of lethal force.

In the second game, the same scenario was 
played but with the NATO Task Force having 
near-future IFCs. These systems included: Active 

The option of 
intermediate force 
capabilities
By Kyle D. Christensen 
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Long-Range Ocular Interrupter (LROI) “laser dazzlers” deliver a warning effect at distances of 3,000 meters and 
increase irradiance at ranges up to 2,000 meters to provide visual suppression of a target. Photos: Todd Getz, JIFCO



Denial Systems (ADS); radio frequency vehicle 
stoppers; handheld as well as mounted c-UAS 
systems; enhanced Common Remotely Operated 
Weapon (CROW) stations, including laser dazzlers, 
acoustic hailing devices, and bright white lights 
on Humvees; and mounted Long-Range Acoustic 
Devices (LRAD). These IFCs could be used to 
not only harass and warn, but also interdict 
and incapacitate potential threats at a standoff 
distance. It was expected that this would give 
NATO forces more options to control (escalate/
de-escalate) the situation and take control of the 
strategic initiative.

KEY OBSERVATIONS
Overall, and consistent with the maritime 

wargame, there was an observable difference 
in the game dynamics when played with and 
without the IFCs. The results of the wargame 
series demonstrated that IFCs have an impact 
on tactical level play as well as strategic level 
outcomes. Specific areas where observations 
were made during the wargame included: 
escalation control; tactical decision-making time 
and space; system mobility; legacy NLWs; and 
gaining strategic initiative. 

• Escalation control and mitigation: In the 
absence of the IFCs, Red was generally able 
to place pressure on the Blue/Green convoy 
and Purple was able to influence events at the 
base. Being in control of escalation allowed 
Red/Purple to set the conditions to decide if, 
when, and where force was used.

 With IFCs, however, Blue had the ability 
to challenge the tactical dilemma (i.e., do 
nothing or use lethal force) created by Red 
and Purple. Blue was able to calibrate its 
use of force, and thus able to control the 
escalation/de-escalation of events. IFCs took 
away the pretext or justification for Red/
Purple to escalate and use force in self-
defence and forced Red into a reactive mode.

• Time and space for tactical decisions: One 
of the most important benefits of having IFCs 
at the tactical level was the ability to increase 
the NATO Task Force commander’s decision 
time and space when faced with tactical 
dilemmas. Without IFCs, friendly forces were 
limited to either doing nothing or reacting to 
hostile actions with lethal force. 

 Having greater time and space for decision 

making gave tactical commanders critical 
decision time and space to choose courses 
of action that reduced collateral damage 
and civilian casualties. IFCs also created a 
situation where Blue could suppress (usually 
with a laser dazzler) Red actions, and/or 
isolate and identify Red targets for further 
lethal engagement.

• System mobility: One specific observation 
from the wargame concerned the size/weight 
of near future IFCs as they relate to mobility. 
If IFC systems, in particular ADS and c-UAS 
systems, could be miniaturized and mounted 
on vehicles, and/or even on helicopters, 
it would increase a convoy’s operational 
effectiveness, even if at the cost of the 
system’s range.

 Mobile and distributed IFC systems such as 
ADS (the most versatile and effective IFC 
system in the game) could have eliminated 
the need to use lethal force in several Blue-
Red engagements. Eliminating or reducing the 
need to use lethal force mitigates escalation 
of force and civilian casualty incidents, both 
of which were highly detrimental to the task 
force’s efforts in the game.

SCIENCE & TECH

An Active Denial System (ADS) from the Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Directorate (JNLWD) 
is staged before conducting a counter personnel demo. Photo: Andrew Huff, JIFCO
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• Legacy NLW conundrum: It was observed 
that legacy NLWs and less-lethal weapons 
such as CS gas did not perform well during 
the wargame. Outside of limited crowd control 
practices, their use did little to contribute 
to achieving overall mission objectives of 
controlling escalation and mitigating the use 
of force – this was true especially of CS gas. 
From this perspective, the use of some legacy 
NLW systems was effectively the same as 
using force in the “do nothing or use lethal 
force” conundrum.

• IFCs and the strategic initiative: The presence 
of IFCs enabled NATO and host nation forces 
to suppress/degrade Red’s actions, and 
selectively use force under less immediate or 
reactionary pressure. Thus, the adversary was 
less successful in turning innocuous events into 
profound and significant information operations/
narrative advantages. This had a significant 
impact on Blue’s strategic mission success.

IFCS AND THE WAY FORWARD
Taken together, NATO forces were able to shift 

the initiative in their favour at the tactical level. 
The presence of IFCs provided increased time 

and space for the NATO Task Force commander 
to make decisions. The effective use of IFCs 
challenged the adversary’s planning, and mitigated 
escalation of force incidents, in particular those 
involving collateral damage and civilian casualties.

From this perspective, IFCs have a great deal 
of applicability and relevance to Canadian Army 
operations. In an environment where adversaries, 
both state and non-state, will attempt to exploit 
the operational space between war and peace and 
blur the line between military and non-military 
actions by attempting to keep engagements below 
the threshold of conventional conflict, it will be 
desirable to have a class of response options 
between doing nothing or employing lethal force. 
This is even more important because current 
response options can be politically unpalatable 
and allow an adversary to seize the initiative and 
maintain the moral high ground.

To be sure, it is important to have and maintain 
traditional lethal military capabilities to deal with 
situations in extremis. However, as the SAS-
151 wargame series has shown, it is becoming 
increasingly important and necessary to develop 
capabilities that enable Allied and coalition forces, 
and by extension the Canadian Army), to respond 
to complex hybrid threats in situations short of an 

armed confrontation.
Going forward, the SAS-151 wargame results 

will be used to inform the development of a NATO 
IFC Concept, a priority concept development 
activity at Allied Command Transformation. Most 
importantly, the wargame results will inform future 
IFC gaming iterations where integrated modeling 
and simulation is already planned to help validate 
IFC effects and concepts in a complex multi-
domain environment. It is anticipated that a joint 
warfare scenario, already being developed, will be 
used for concept refinement and validation, and at 
the same time can help validate IFC effectiveness 
in other categories such as cyber and electronic 
warfare across multiple domains. n

Kyle D. Christensen is a Strategic Analyst at Defence 
Research & Development Canada, Centre for Operational 
Research and Analysis (DRDC CORA). He currently 
provides strategic analysis advice to Canadian Joint 
Operations Command. His previous research postings 
include NATO’s Joint Analysis and Lessons Learned 
Centre in Lisbon, Portugal, and the Canadian Joint Warfare 
Centre in Ottawa. 

A LAV 6.0 crew attempt to disperse role-playing villagers demanding aid and food 
during Ex. Maple Resolve in May 2021. Photo: MCpl Rod Doucet
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ON THE HORIZON

Last September, two 3D polymer printers were among the equipment 
airlifted into Latvia for rotation 20-02 of Operation Reassurance. Army units 
have been experimenting with additive manufacturing (AM) since at least 2014, 
but the deployment to support the Canadian-led enhanced Forward Presence 
battle group was the first time the technology has been tested on operations.

The trial was modest, initially. The first product printed was a knob for 
crypto radios that otherwise would not have been serviceable. By the next 
rotation, 3D printers had been forward deployed with the battle group, been 
used to make spare parts and other customized equipment, and were helping 
sustain a Spanish Army Sapper Battalion reconnaissance unmanned ground 
vehicle. And the cadre of technicians in theatre able to operate the printers 
had grown exponentially.

The exact role of AM in the Army is still being defined. There is no formal 
trade or training program. But in an organization encouraging grassroots ideas 
for digitization and the adoption of emerging technologies, the proponents of 3D 
printing could be exemplars for how that happens.

“A small part to print can have a large impact on the serviceability of 
equipment,” noted Major Jason Dalziel, a Royal Canadian Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineer officer and the program leader for the Manufacturing 
Components and Electronics Program at 202 Workshop Depot in Montreal.

202 Workshop Depot (WD) is a blend of civilian and military expertise 
under Director General Land Equipment Program Management and Assistant 
Deputy Minister (Materiel) providing third- and fourth-line repair, overhaul, 
engineering and modification services to Army and common equipment. Think 
of everything from the heaviest combat vehicles and guns to the smallest 
electrical components.

The first experiments with 3D printers began about seven years ago, 
exploring prototyping of plastic parts and tools before they were made in a 
metal shop. Various maintenance units across the Army saw the value of the 
technology and have made small investments. But it has been ad hoc. 

More recently, 202 WD acquired a number of Ultimaker S5s for prototyping, 
low batch production, and tooling of parts and workshop jigs. As part of the 
planning for Exercise Maple Resolve in 2020, the depot intended to deploy two 
printers in a mobile workshop to field test the capability. When the exercise 

was cancelled due to Covid-19, discussions started with Major Jennifer Ross, 
the commanding officer of the Technical Services Company within the National 
Support Element about to deploy to Latvia.

“She had the idea of taking a printer to show its utility in a deployed 
operation,” said Dalziel. “If you need to get a part that is not accessible in 
theatre, the lag time can be a lot longer. But with a 3D design file, you can print 
in theatre, trial it on the spot, modify it to make the design iteratively better with 
support from back home, and it solves an immediate issue.”

By December 2020, Canadian Joint Operations Command was convinced 
and made AM a standing task on Op Reassurance. While that was welcomed 
news for 202 WD, it presented a problem. How to train the next and subsequent 
cohorts? Working the printer isn’t difficult, but creating designs requires training 
and experience. The workshop delivered a Technical Assistance Visit, led by 
Lieutenant Sean Menezes, to develop a training package and conduct projects 
with the next rotation, including forward deploying with the battle group.

The various trials raised questions the Army is still mulling over. Where is 

a 3D printer most effective? Forward with the maintenance platoon? In the 
administrative company? Or with the service battalion? Or does it have a role 
with all three echelons and others?

The challenge now is to formalize a community of early adopters that 
until recently has been widely dispersed. 202 WD set up a SharePoint site to 
collaborate with the team in Latvia and has extended that to others across the 
Army. “Building the community is just as important as adopting the technology,” 
Dalziel stressed. “We need to think about how we build expertise that can 
address technical challenges. If we can harness it, we’ll have a collective 
benefit for everybody. Every time somebody creates a design that is useful, it 
can be multiplied many times.”

Additive manufacturing may not fundamentally change how 202 WD and 
Army maintenance units operate, “but it will make us a little more agile and put 
some resilience into our structure,” he said. “In the future we are going to be 
much more dispersed, with shorter lines of communication, and we are going 
to have to be more adaptive and self-reliant. That implies we need these sorts 
of technologies that build resilience into the supply chain.” n

CAN YOU PRINT THAT?

Working with Slovenian JTACs, the Technical Services Company designed a Mobile Lightweight Land-carrying for Electronics system to attach a tablet to webbing. Photos: 202 WD
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